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Abstract

I Context

The exploration of the physics of accretion and outflows in young stars is one of the main
objectives of the World Space Observatory – Ultraviolet (WSO-UV) project. Jets are a fundamental
part of the formation and evolution processes of young stars, participating in the loss of mass and
angular momentum from the whole system. They are detected in different wavelength bands and
are ubiquitous at the earliest stages of star formation. However, many questions about the origin
and feedback of protostellar jets remain unanswered. In this context, the study of high-energetic
phenomena emitting in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-rays is fundamental as they could
have a relevant role in ionizing large parts of the circumstellar environment. In particular, X-ray
observations showed evidence of X-ray emitting sources characterized by different luminosities
and locations within jets. In some cases, the X-ray emitting region is located at the base of the jet
close to the star from which the jet originates (e.g. HH 154 and DG Tau jets), while, in other cases,
the X-ray source is located further away from the star (e.g. HH 248 jet).

I Objectives and methodology

In this work we aim at investigating the origin of high-energy X-ray emission detected
in several jets. We studied in detail the cases of HH 154 and DG Tau, where the emission is
situated at the base of the jet, and the case of HH 248, where the emission is located further
away from the driving source. For the study of X-ray emission arising from the base of the
jet, we investigated the scenario of a protostellar jet collimated by the stellar magnetic field
forming a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock in proximity of the jet base. We carried out a
set of 2.5-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic numerical simulations that modelled supersonic
jets ramming into a magnetized medium, performing a wide exploration of the parameter space
characterizing the model. We synthesized the emission measure, X-ray luminosity and count rate
from the simulations and compared these data with available observations (in particular, Chandra
observations of HH 154 and DG Tau). For the X-ray emission originating from a X-ray source
located further away from the star, we explored the scenario of a stellar jet that impacts a dense
molecular cloud forming a X-ray emitting extended source. In this case, we modelled the impact
of a jet against a dense cloud by 2-dimensional axisymmetric hydrodynamic simulations, exploring
different configurations of the ambient environment. Also in this case, we synthesized the emission
measure and X-ray luminosity from the simulations and compared our results with XMM-Newton
observations of the Herbig-Haro object HH 248.



xviii

I Results and conclusions

Our model explains the origin of X-ray emission from protostellar jets in a natural way,
being able to reproduce the observed jet properties at different evolutionary phases (in particular,
for HH 154, DG Tau and HH 248). Close to the driving source, the jet is collimated by the
magnetic field forming a quasi-stationary shock at the base which emits in X-rays even when
perturbations due to a density structured jet (in the form of a train of overdense blobs) are present.
Our hydrodynamic simulations showed that a jet that impacts a dense cloud can produce plasma
with temperatures up to 107 K, leading to X-ray emission as a result. From these models, we
derived the physical parameters that can give rise to X-ray emission consistent with observations
of HH 154, DG Tau and HH 248. Thus, we suggest that the X-ray emitting source observed at the
base of the jet in HH 154 and DG Tau is related to the quasi-stationary shock formed when the
plasma is collimated by the magnetic field close to the driving source, while the extended X-ray
source close to HH 248 corresponds to the jet impacting on a dense molecular cloud. We have
also explored different configurations for the magnetic field and investigated the rotation of jets
through velocity maps and UV tracers as C IV. Finally, the wide exploration of the parameter space
characterizing the models performed, could be a useful tool to study and diagnose the physical
properties of YSO jets over a broad range of physical conditions, from embedded to disk-bearing
sources.



Resumen

I Contexto

La exploración de la física de la acreción y los chorros de materia en estrellas jóvenes es
uno de los principales objetivos del proyecto World Space Observatory – Ultraviolet (WSO-UV).
Los jets son una parte fundamental de los procesos de formación y evolución de estrellas jóvenes,
participando en la pérdida de masa y momento angular de todo el sistema. Son detectados en
diferentes bandas del espectro electromagnético y están presentes durante todas las fases tempranas
de formación estelar. Sin embargo, todavía quedan muchas preguntas por responder sobre el origen
y retroalimentación de los jets protoestelares. En este contexto, el estudio de los fenómenos de
altas energías que emiten en el ultravioleta extremo y en rayos X es fundamental, ya que podrían
tener un papel relevante ionizando de modo eficiente partes extensas del medio circumestelar. En
concreto, las observaciones en rayos X han mostrado evidencias de fuentes emisoras caracterizadas
por diferentes luminosidades y localizaciones en jets. En algunos casos, la region emisora está
localizada en la base del jet cerca de la estrella desde la cual se origina (p. ej. los jets de HH 154 y
DG Tau), mientras que, en otros casos, la fuente emisora en rayos X está localizada más lejos de la
estrella (p. ej. el jet de HH 248).

I Objetivos y metodología

El objetivo de este trabajo es investigar el origen de la emisión en rayos X detectada en varios
jets. Hemos estudiado en detalle los casos de HH 154 y DG Tau, donde la emisión está situada en
la base del jet, y el caso de HH 248, donde la emisión se encuentra localizada a distancias mayores
de la estrella de origen. Para el estudio de la emisión en rayos X en proximidad de la base del
jet, hemos investigado el escenario de un jet protoestelar colimado por el campo magnético de
la estrella formando un shock quasi-estacionario que emite en rayos X. Para ello, hemos llevado
a cabo una serie de simulaciones numéricas magnetohidrodinámicas 2.5D que modelan un jet
supersónico propagándose en un medio magnetizado, realizando una amplia exploración del
espacio de parámetros que caracteriza el modelo. A partir de los resultados de las simulaciones
hemos sintetizado la medida de emisión, la luminosidad en rayos X y la tasa de conteo, y las hemos
comparado con las observaciones disponibles (en concreto, observaciones de Chandra de HH 154
y DG Tau). Para el estudio de la emisión en rayos X localizada a mayores distancias de la estrella,
hemos explorado el escenario de un jet estelar que impacta contra una nube molecular densa
formando una fuente de emisión en rayos X extendida. En este caso, hemos modelizado el impacto
de un jet contra una nube densa mediante simulaciones numéricas hidrodinámicas y axisimétricas
2D, explorando diferentes configuraciones para el medio circundante. Igualmente, a partir de
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los resultados de las simulaciones hemos sintetizado la medida de emisión y la luminosidad en
rayos X, y las hemos comparado con las observaciones de XMM-Newton del objeto HH 248.

I Resultados y Conclusiones

Nuestro modelo explica el origen de la emisión en rayos X en jets protoestelares de un
modo natural, siendo capaz de reproducir las propiedades observadas en jets en diferentes fases
evolutivas (en particular, para HH 154, DG Tau y HH 248). En la región cercana a la estrella,
el campo magnético colima el jet formando un shock quasi-estacionario en la base que emite en
rayos X incluso cuando se encuentra afectado por una serie de perturbaciones. Las simulaciones
hidrodinámicas realizadas muestran que un jet que impacta contra una nube densa puede alcanzar
temperaturas de hasta 107 K, dando lugar a emisión en rayos X. A partir de estos modelos,
hemos obtenido los parámetros físicos que pueden dar lugar a emisión en rayos X consistente
con las observaciones de HH 154, DG Tau y HH 248. Por lo tanto, sugerimos que la fuente de
emisión en rayos X detectada en la base de los jets de HH 154 y DG Tau está relacionada con el
shock quasi-estacionario formado cuando el plasma es colimado por el campo magnético cerca
de la estrella, mientras que la fuente extensa emisora en rayos X observada cerca de HH 248
corresponde al impacto del jet en una nube molecular densa. Asimismo, hemos explorado diferentes
configuraciones para el campo magnético y hemos investigado la rotación de los jets a través
de los mapas de velocidades y trazadores UV como el C IV. Finalmente, la amplia exploración
del espacio de parámetros que caracteriza los modelos realizada, puede ser una herramienta muy
útil en el estudio y diagnóstico de las propiedades físicas de jets en objetos estelares jóvenes en
condiciones variadas, desde objetos embebidos hasta estrellas rodeadas de discos de acreción.



1 Introduction

Stars are the fundamental units of luminous matter in the universe. They are formed in a very
complex process that is at the nexus of much of the contemporary astrophysics research, such as
the formation and early evolution of planetary systems. In this first chapter, I introduce briefly the
star formation process and the properties and classification of young stellar objects. I describe
concisely the main ejection phenomena present during the star formation process and the role of
jets and outflows in the evolution of the system. Then, I review in more detail the observational
properties of protostellar jets and the current status of the models, focusing on the high-energetic
phenomena which may lead to emission in EUV and X-rays. I also describe the WSO-UV mission
in which I have been involved during my PhD thesis. Finally, I give the motivation for this research
and the outline of the work presented in this thesis.

1.1 Overview of star formation

Stars form through the gravitational collapse of cold interstellar clouds. They form in massive
molecular clouds of gas and dust that are mainly composed of molecular hydrogen, with densities
of ∼ 104 cm−3 and temperatures of ∼ 10 K. Clouds fragment into molecular cores covering a
broad range of masses that can trigger either single or multiple stellar systems. Star formation
theory is traditionally divided into low and high mass star formation. High mass stars (> 8 M�)
form from massive molecular cores and they rapidly (∼ 106 yrs) remove the environmental gas
and dust having a large impact into cloud evolution. Low-mass stars undergo extensive (∼ 108 yrs)
pre-main sequence (PMS) evolution and have a lower impact in the environmental cloud. For more
details, see McKee & Ostriker (2007) and the review of Gómez de Castro (2013).

The process of star formation starts when the equilibrium between gravity and the forces
preventing the collapse is broken in the molecular core: the gravity dominates over other opponents,
including thermal pressure, turbulent flows, magnetic flux and angular momentum (for a description,
see Mac Low & Klessen 2004). Observational evidence suggests that the core is mainly supported
by turbulence, with magnetic fields helping to break the collapse and acting to transfer angular
momentum from the core to the ambient medium. As for the pre-stellar core collapses, the
center accumulates mass reaching a high enough density for it to become optically thick. As a
consequence, the radiation cannot freely escape and the core increases its temperature. Hence, the
internal pressure begins to balance the core gravity. Matter continues to accrete onto the protostar
forming a protostar with an increasing rotation velocity, as a result of the conservation of the
angular momentum. The matter along the rotation axis free-falls and the rotation of the system
tends to flatten the material around forming a circumstellar disk associated to the central core,
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and surrounded by an infalling envelope. All the system is still embedded in an optically thick
envelope. The evolution continues with the accretion of the ambient material onto the star and the
protostellar disk. The circumstellar disk interacts with the star and its magnetosphere, and starts to
accrete material to the star by accretion funnels. This interaction causes a number of mass ejection
phenomena that will be described in detail later in this section. The system continues to transport
material from the ambient onto the disk and then to the star until the envelope is dispersed and
most of the mass is in the central star. During the last phase the circumstellar disk starts the process
of planet formation and later, finally, the star enters the main sequence (see right panels in Fig. 1.1
for a cartoon of the early evolution of a star).

1.1.1 Young Stellar Objects

The term Young Stellar Object (YSO) defines astronomical sources in the evolutionary phase
from contracting objects embedded in a dense envelope to pre-main sequence (PMS) stars close to
the zero age main sequence. They are stars at their early stages of evolution which are characterized
by the amount of circumstellar material and its interaction with the forming star. They also exhibit
significant variability associated with magnetic activity and the circumstellar enviroment, including
flares, accretion, disks, jets and outflows (see Stelzer 2015, 2017).

The principal phases of YSO evolution comprises: protostars, very young stars deeply embed-
ded in their parent clouds; Classical T Tauri (CTT) stars, pre-main sequence stars already emerged
from the opaque envelope of stellar formation which possess extensive disks that result in strong
emission lines in their spectra; and weak-lined T Tauri (WTT) stars, T Tauri stars surrounded by a
disk that is very weak or no longer in existence.

The evolutionary phase of YSOs is generally classified by their infrared-millimeter spectral
energy distributions (SED), which is sensitive to the presence of envelopes and disks (see Lada
1987; Andre & Montmerle 1994). The different phases, named from Class 0 to Class III objects
(see Fig.1.1), are described as follows:

• Class 0 sources are young infalling protostars with massive, cold envelopes that collapse toward
the central regions. They possess a protodisk and some early outflow activity within the large
extent envelope. Class 0 objects are extremely faint in the optical and near-IR and have a
significant submillimeter luminosity. No contribution can be reached from the stellar black
body radiation (see Fig.1.1).

• Class I sources are more evolved protostars; at this stage most of the material in the envelope
has already accreted onto the disk or star, but it is still surrounded by an optically thick envelope.
In Class I SED, the mid infrared radiation which seems to come from the dust envelope and
disk is predominant over the stellar black-body radiation (see Fig.1.1). In this phase the disk
starts to accrete material into the star and the outflow activity is speeded up.

• Class II sources are stars within a few per cent of its final mass. In this phase the surrounding
envelope has been already dispersed accreted or spread out by the outflow and the object is
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optically visible as a Classical T Tauri (CTT) star. Class II SED can be fitted by a single
temperature black body plus excess infrared emission corresponding to the dust disk, which is
heated by the radiation from the central star.

• Class III sources are the remaining objects after all circumstellar matter is gone. In this phase
only the star with little or no accretion disk is left, and thus the SED shows almost a black
body spectrum with the energy mainly coming from the central star. The accretion process is
concluded and the outflow activity no longer exists. We refer to this object as a weak-line T
Tauri (WTT) star.

For a complete description of the various protostellar and stellar phases, with characteristic
timescales and basic observational properties the reader is referred to Feigelson & Montmerle
(1999).

Figure 1.1: Graphical overview
of the four stages of protostar
evolution. Left: A typical SED
of each class. Class 0 is ob-
servable only in submm; Class
I, II and III sources are charac-
terized with a stellar blackbody
radiation (dashed line) and a dust
disk infrared excess (solid line),
which decreases during the evolu-
tion. Right: Cartoon of the corre-
sponding geometry, from embed-
ded to disk-bearing sources. Ap-
proximate characteristic length
scales are indicated in each panel.
Credit: Andrea Isella
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1.2 Jets and outflows from Young Stellar Objects

A variety of mass ejection phenomena, including jets and outflows, occur during these first
stages of star evolution described. They are defined as a ejection of plasma from a young star in the
ambient medium with supersonic velocity, which can be detected in a wide range of wavelengths
and with different morphologies: well collimated, bipolar, asymmetric, or with a very complex
morphology and opening angles. Usually, the term “jet” refers to well collimated plasma beams,
while the term “outflow” is the generic for all kind of winds ejected from PMS systems.

In the standard picture, different ejection components (e.g., stellar winds, disk winds/jets)
are believed to coexist. The relative importance of these components in the observed outflows is
expected to vary with time, from the phase of embedded source to the optically visible T Tauri star.
Jets and outflows are present during most of the star formation process. In general, their power
increases with source luminosity but decreases with evolutionary stage (Bally 2016; Watson et al.
2016).

Outflows inject momentum and energy into their surroundings and provide an important
mechanism in the self-regulation of star formation. They are also tightly connected to the accretion
process, thus they are key to understand disk evolution and to constrain the conditions in which
planets form.

1.2.1 Connecting accretion and outflows

Star formation is a process of mass and angular momentum re-distribution in the forming stellar
system and requires an efficient mechanism of angular momentum transport. Jets and outflows play
an instrumental role: they carry away angular momentum allowing the material in the outer disk
to be transported to the inner disk and continue accreting towards the central object. In general,
the ejection mechanism, related to the mechanisms for transporting mass and angular momentum
throughout the disk are uncertain. It is believed that the vertical transport of the angular momentum
excess induced by winds and outflows is combined with the radial transport in the disk, where disk
instabilities are thought to play the main role.

Accretion powered outflows have been supported either by models and observations. Several
authors found mass loss rates that strongly correlate with accretion luminosities in PMS stars (e.
g. Cabrit et al. 1990; Hartigan et al. 1995; Rigliaco et al. 2013; Natta et al. 2014). In addition,
Watson et al. (2016) found that the trend in the evolutionary sequence of Class 0 – Class II objects
is a decrease of the mass outflow and mass accretion rates with increasing age, while maintaining
rough proportionality.

Recently, Vorobyov et al. (2018) investigated the link between the episodic mass accretion
onto a young Class 0 protostar and the knotty jet structure using hydrodynamic (HD) models
and jet observations. They did a first attempt to compare the time spacing between luminosity
bursts, probably describing accretion episodes, derived from the model with observations of the
dynamical timescales between the jet knots finding similar distributions in both cases. For more
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of a young star accreting mass from a disk through the stellar magnetosphere. The strong
stellar magnetic field truncates the disk at a few stellar radii and magnetic field lines channel material from the disk onto
the stellar surface. The inner disk produces a bipolar flow or jet, driven by accretion energy. Credit: Hartmann et al. (2016)

evolved YSOs, namely CTT stars, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models are able to reproduce
most of the complex phenomenology observed, describing the system as a star interacting with a
circumstellar accretion disk (Romanova et al. 2009; Zanni & Ferreira 2009; Romanova et al. 2011;
Orlando et al. 2011; Romanova et al. 2012; Zanni & Ferreira 2013).

In summary, although the precise mechanisms are still under debate, it is widely believed
that the strongly dynamic and energetic phenomena caused by the star-disc interaction produce
variations in the physical parameters of jets. As YSOs jets are intrinsically variable objects which
evolve on timescales of a few years, they are easily accesible to variability studies that can shed
some light into the still debated accretion mechanism. They may provide indirect but important
insights into the nature of the accretion and mass loss processes that govern the formation of stars.

For a complete overview of the accretion process onto PMS stars the reader is referred to
the review of Hartmann et al. (2016) (see Fig. 1.2), while the jets and outflows role in the star
formation process is described in detail in Frank et al. (2014).

1.2.2 Launch, acceleration and collimation

The precise origin of jets from young stars is still under debate. Models suggest that jets
are launched, accelerated and collimated by a symbiosis of accretion, rotation and magnetic
mechanisms (for a review, see Pudritz et al. 2007). The standard theory is based on the so-called
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magnetorotational launching developed by Blandford & Payne (1982) and applied to the accretion-
powered extended disk-wind model initially proposed by Pudritz & Norman (1983). In this theory
the outflows are driven by intense magnetic fields anchored to the inner disk and rotating with it.
As a result of this magneto-centrifugal action, dense plasma is launched and collimated into jets.

Magnetic fields thus play a fundamental role in launching, accelerating and collimating the
plasma of jets in YSOs. This idea was investigated by observational data (Bacciotti et al. 2002;
Coffey et al. 2004; Cabrit et al. 2007), numerical simulations and scaled laboratory experiments
(Ciardi et al. 2009; Albertazzi et al. 2014), revealing that MHD self-collimation and acceleration is
the most effective mechanism able to reproduce jet observations at all evolutionary phases.

1.3 Observations of jets

Usually jets are detected by the observation of the effects of their interaction with the sor-
rounding medium as they travel outwards. They are revealed by the presence of a chain of knots,
forming the so-called Herbig-Haro (HH) objects, discovered by Herbig (1951) and Haro (1952).
HH objects are small nebulae found in star-forming regions, which are a by product of outflow
activity from newborn stars. They have been observed in a wide range of evolutionary stages,
from Class 0 to Class II sources, and in different wavelength bands (see the review of Reipurth
& Bally 2001). A great number of HH objects have been already catalogued, with a rich type of
morphologies and characteristics. In particular, the subset of highly collimated HH jets has been
widely studied as the visible manifestation of collimated outflows from young stars.

HH jets typically appear as chains of compact knots, sometimes connected by fainter emission
and, in some cases, forming extended bow shocks from deflected gas around the leading head of
the jet (see Fig. 1.3). Protostellar jets can be observed from radio to X-ray wavelengths in the
continuum and a multitude of spectral lines that probe a wide range of physical conditions (for a
recent review, see Bally 2016). In the last 60 years they have been studied in detail in the radio,
infrared, optical, ultraviolet (UV), and X-ray bands, in order to derive a complete picture of the
phenomena involved.

The knots along jets are more frequently observed in the optical as extended regions associated
with the shock-front and post-shock regions of the jet. Wide-field surveys in the optical and near-IR
have provided a number of discoveries, showing that some jets can extend up to parsec scales.
Several visual and near-IR emission lines provide useful information about the atomic and ionized
components in outflows. In general, the youngest outflows are small and best traced by molecules
such as CO, SiO, H2O, and H2, while older outflows are more extended and best traced by
shock-excited atoms and ions such as hydrogen-recombination lines, [SII], and [OII]. The Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) and ground-based adaptative optics (AO) observations have provided
subarcsecond resolution at optical and near-IR wavelengths. In the near-IR, considerable effort has
been devoted on observing the region at the jet base within ∼ 100 AU of the source, where jets are
collimated and accelerated. High spatial resolution observations are necessary to study the flows
within a few arcseconds of the source and, for this purpose, radio continuum observations have
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Figure 1.3: Hubble Space Telescope optical (∼ 673 nm) views of jets from three young forming stars. Upper left image:
HH 30 jet emerging from the embedded source surrounded by a disk of gas and dust visible at the left of the image. Upper
right image: HH 34 jet forming an horizontal chain of emission knots in the middle of the image. Bottom image: HH 47
reveals a very complicated jet pattern with terminal bright bow shocks clearly seen on both sides of jet. The white line in
each frame is 1000 AU.

the advantage of not being affected by circumstellar extinction and offer an excellent opportunity
for such studies. However, the lack of higher spatial resolution and the contamination due to the
central source make this task complicated. New instruments like ALMA are making possible to
investigate these objects with a much better angular resolution and sensitivity than earlier. The
radio frequencies have also reported synchrotron emission produced by acceleration of relativistic
particles in the jet magnetic field, e.g. in HH 80/81 (Carrasco-González et al. 2010).

High energy emission in UV and X-rays has also been detected in a number of jets, which
contribute to ionize low-excitation species. This emission is generally observed in fast shocks;
shocks with velocities > 100 km s−1 emit UV radiation, while X-ray emission is produced in
shocks with higher velocities. High-excitation objects (e.g. HH 1 and HH 2) produce strong
emission lines of [C IV] 1548, 1550 Å, [O III] 1664 Å, [Si III] 1892 Å, and [C III] 1909 Å (Ortolani
& Dodorico 1980). The Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) was used to observe a
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number of young stars and their jets, finding emission from a large number of permitted resonance
lines and forbidden transitions. For instance, Schneider et al. (2013b,a) presented HST STIS
observations of the DG Tau jet tracing the different temperature components with far-ultraviolet
(FUV) H2 emission, optical forbidden emission lines ([O I], [N II], [S II], and [O III]), and the FUV
[C IV] emission. Pushing to the limits the angular resolution of specific observations, and under
the assumption that jets are characterized by an angular momentum related to disk rotation, several
authors have attempted to find possible signatures of rotation in protostellar jets by the detection
of symmetric Doppler shifts in emission lines from opposite borders of the flow (Bacciotti et al.
2002; Woitas et al. 2005; Coffey et al. 2004, 2007, 2012). This results could represent a validation
of the magneto-centrifugal jet launching models, however, due to the difficulty of the observations,
its interpretation is still under debate.

1.3.1 X-ray observations

X-ray observations are technically challenging and require careful statistical processing due to
the low count rate and the ubiquitous cosmic X-ray background. Despite these complexities, in the
last two decades, the XMM-Newton and Chandra X-ray observatories have led to the detection of
an increasing number of protostellar jets in X-rays. X-ray emission is produced in hard shocks
characterized by high temperatures (> 106 K) and velocities (> 400 km s−1).

X-ray emission from several jets was reported: HH 2 (Pravdo et al. 2001), HH 154 (Favata et al.
2002), HH 80/81 (Pravdo et al. 2004), TKH 8 (Tsujimoto et al. 2004), DG Tau (Güdel et al. 2005),
HH 540 (Kastner et al. 2005), HH 168 (Pravdo & Tsuboi 2005), HH 210 (Grosso et al. 2006),
HH 216 (Linsky et al. 2007), Z CMa (Stelzer et al. 2009), and RY Tau (Skinner et al. 2011). X-ray
observations showed evidence of X-ray emitting sources characterized by different luminosities
and locations within the jet. In some cases, the X-ray emitting region is located at the base of the
jet close to the star from which the jet originates (e.g. HH 154 and DG Tau low-mass jets), while,
in other cases, the X-ray source is located further away from the star (e.g. HH 248 jet).

In particular, multi-epoch X-ray observations suggest the presence of stationary X-ray emitting
sources located at the base of the jet associated with HH 154 and DG Tau. Both systems are
located in the Taurus molecular complex at distance of ∼ 140 pc.

• In HH 154 the jet originates from the deeply embedded binary Class 0/I protostar IRS 5 in
the L1551 star-forming region (Rodríguez et al. 1998). X-ray emission associated with the
protostellar jet was detected for the first time by Favata et al. (2002) with the XMM-Newton
observatory. Later on Chandra X-ray observations collected in different epochs (in 2001, Bally
et al. 2003; in 2005, Favata et al. 2006; in 2009, Schneider et al. 2011) provided a time base
of eight years to analyze the variability of the source. The three Chandra data sets show that
the X-ray emission is mainly located at the base of the HH 154 jet in all epochs, displaced
by 0.5–1′′with respect to the L1551 IRS5 driving source (Bally et al. 2003). Analyzing the
spectral and morphological variability of the X-ray source, Bonito et al. (2011) showed that
the X-ray emission consists of a bright stationary component and a faint elongated component
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extended in the direction away from the driving source. The latter component is fainter and
cooler (T < 7× 106 K) than the stationary knot (T > 7× 106 K) and show variability in position
in the three data sets. The maximum length of the whole X-ray source is ∼ 5′′(∼ 700 AU at D
= 140 pc). The source is not perfectly aligned with the optical jet observed in HH 154, which
could be explained by a possible jet precession present in the binary system L1551 IRS5.

• In DG Tau the jet originates from a more evolved Class II disk-bearing source (CTTS) (see
Eislöffel & Mundt 1998 for a detailed description). Chandra X-ray observations of DG Tau’s
jet (in 2004, 2006 and 2010, Güdel et al. 2005, 2008, 2011) detected a bipolar jet and a central
unresolved source containing two unrelated spectral components subject to different hydrogen
absorption column densities. X-ray images provide clear evidence for both a forward and a
counter-jet coincident with the optical jet axis and symmetrically arranged outside the stellar
point-spread function (PSF). Soft X-ray emission is detected from the jets out to distances
of ∼ 5′′with a best-fit electron temperature of ∼ 3 MK (Güdel et al. 2005, 2008). The
spectrum of the DG Tau point source shows two components with largely different temperatures
and absorption column densities. Güdel et al. (2011) made an attempt to separate the two
components coming from the central point source, but it is still unclear which part of the soft
component of the X-ray emission is produced by the jet due to the contamination from the star.

An example of X-ray source located further away from the star is the HH 248 jet, situated to
the southeast of the CTTS V615 Ori at the base of the Horsehead Nebula (Barnard 33) and to the
South of the NGC 2023 nebula.

• The HH 248 jet was detected in X-rays with the XMM-Newton satellite (López-Santiago et al.
2013), where extended X-ray emission aligned with the optical knots is observed at the edge
of the nearby IC 434 cloud. The actual projected distance between the X-ray source and the
probable driving star is ∼ 9500 − 12000 AU, assuming a distance of 350 − 450 pc from the
Earth as inferred from observations (e.g. Caballero 2008). The poor statistics of the source has
not permitted to study the properties of the X-ray emission in more detail.

1.4 Models of jets

Most of the theoretical studies have been devoted to study the launch region close to the driving
source. In this context, plenty of both analytical and numerical models have been developed to
study the origin of jets and outflows in YSOs and to understand the launch, acceleration and
collimation mechanisms (e.g. Pudritz & Norman 1983, 1986; Gomez de Castro & Pudritz 1993;
Shu et al. 2000; Gómez de Castro & Ferro-Fontán 2005; Ferreira et al. 2006).

In addition to the above studies, there are also plenty of works devoted to explore the interaction
of jets with the interstellar medium (ISM) when they travel outwards generating shocks and
structures with different morphologies. The complex knotty structures observed along the jet
axis are interpreted as a consequence of the pulsating nature of the ejection of material by the
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source: the chain of observed knots is the consequence of mutual interactions of clumps of gas
formed within the jet in different epochs and reflect some variability in the ejection process. The
variable ejection jet model was succesfully applied to several objects reproducing well the observed
structures: HH 46/47 (Raga et al. 1990), HH 34 (Raga & Noriega-Crespo 1998), DG Tau (Raga
et al. 2001), HH 111 (Masciadri et al. 2002), HH 32 (Raga et al. 2004), HH 154 (Bonito et al.
2010b), and HH 444 (Raga et al. 2010).

de Gouveia dal Pino & Birkinshaw (1996); de Gouveia Dal Pino (1999) studied the propa-
gation of radiatively cooling and adiabatic jets in non-uniform ambient medium through 3D HD
simulations. They investigated the interaction of the jet with dense compact clouds showing that
these interactions may inject a considerable amount of shocked jet material into the surrounding
ambient medium, even at large distances from the driving source.

Most of the models intended to investigate the interaction of jets with the ISM are HD models,
while those aimed at studying the region close to the driving source, where magnetic field plays a
fundamental role, are generally MHD.

1.4.1 Modelling of X-ray emitting jets

X-ray emission in protostellar jets is associated with the production of strong shocks that
heat the plasma up to temperatures of a few million degrees. These shocks were investigated
through HD modelling of continuous (Bonito et al. 2011) and pulsed jets (Bonito et al. 2010b,a)
reproducing well part of the phenomenology observed.

For the cases that show stationary X-ray emitting shocks located close to the base of the jet, a
base/standing shock is a likely and plausible explanation for the apparent quasi-stationarity of the
observed X-ray emission. Internal shocks are also consistent with the observed morphology if the
supply of jet material is sufficiently constant. However, the latter is not very plausible due to the
high variability observed in the accretion and ejection processes in YSOs.

• HH 154 observations were interpreted by Bonito et al. (2011) through a HD model of a
protostellar continuous jet forming a X-ray emitting shock diamond-like structure just after
the nozzle from which the jet originated (see Fig. 1.4). They suggested a magnetic nozzle as
the origin of the standing quasi-stationary shock and they derived a magnetic field strength of
∼ 5 mG in the magnetic nozzle at the base of the jet. For the variable component, they proposed
that the presence of a pulsed jet, as described in Bonito et al. (2010b), may account for the
elongated component as a newly formed knot propagating away from the diamond shock.

• DG Tau observations were more difficult to interpret as part of the X-ray emission, probably
coming from the base of the jet, is contaminated by the emission coming from the star. A bipolar
jet is easily identified from the observations, but the origin of the central unresolved source is
still under debate. Güdel et al. (2008, 2011) suggested that the hard component is ascribed to
the stellar corona or magnetosphere, while the soft component could be associated with X-ray
emission from the base of the jet produced either by internal shocks or by magnetic heating.
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Figure 1.4: Results of the HD model proposed by Bonito et al. (2011) for HH 154. Density map (left panel) with the
2 × 106 K contour superimposed, an enlargement of the base of the computational domain (lower panel on the right), and
the X-ray map synthesized from the model (upper panel on the right). Credit: Bonito et al. (2011)

The proposed scenario is described in Fig. 1.5 from Güdel et al. (2008). Recently, Takasao
et al. (2017) presented a theoretical model applied to DG Tau in which the disk atmosphere is
magnetically heated forming a hot corona emitting in soft X-rays.

X-ray emission observed at large distances has not been studied in detail previously by other
authors, but it is believed to be associated with the propagation of the jet in a non-uniform medium.

• HH 248 is a good candidate for the jet-cloud impact scenario as the X-ray emission is situated
at large distance from the driving source. HD models predict X-ray emission from mechanical
heating due to shocks produced by the interaction between the jet and the ambient medium
(Bonito et al. 2004). This is particularly true when the jet is less dense than the ambient medium;
instead, X-ray emission from jets that are denser than the ambient medium is weaker in HD
models. These models considered the propagation of jets in initially homogeneous ambient
medium. Other authors (see, e.g., de Gouveia dal Pino & Birkinshaw 1996; de Gouveia Dal
Pino 1999; Raga et al. 2003) performed 3-D simulations of cooling jets propagating into more
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Figure 1.5: Sketch of the proposed model of the DG Tau
environment by Güdel et al. (2008). Four X-ray source
regions are marked with red asteriks and their absorbing
media are schematically shown. X-rays seen by the ob-
server are sketched by the wavy lines. The dashed circle
denotes the observing PSF of the star; features inside the
PSF are unresolved from the stellar X-ray source. Credit:
Güdel et al. (2008)

realistic environments with density and pressure stratification. However, they have not studied
the plausibility of producing X-ray emission in such a scenario.

1.5 World Space Observatory

The World Space Observatory – Ultraviolet (WSO-UV) is an international space telescope that
will be launched in 2023 to guarantee observational access in the UV range to astronomers after
the end of the HST mission. This observations will allow astronomers to study in more detail the
physics of protostellar jets, particularly at the base of the jet where the launch and collimation
mechanisms take place.

The mission is run by an international consortium led by Russia and also involving Spain
(http://www.wso-uv.es). The Spanish participation is funded by the Ministry of Industry,

http://www.wso-uv.es
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Energy and Tourism (industrial activities) and the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness
(scientific activities). The Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM) is the scientific responsible
for Spain, which is guided by the AEGORA Research Group led by Professor Ana Inés Gómez de
Castro as Project Principal Investigator.

WSO-UV is a 170 cm primary space telescope; in spite its collecting area being a factor of 2
smaller than HST, it is foreseen to be more sensitive than HST because it will make use of new
state-of-the-art detectors. The telescope is equipped with instrumentation designed to carry out
high resolution spectroscopy, long-slit low resolution spectroscopy and direct sky imaging (spatial
resolution up to 0.1′′). The main science instruments are the WSO-UV spectrographs (WUVS) and
the Field Camera Unit (FCU). For more details see Shustov et al. (2018) and references therein.

The aim of the WSO-UV project is the development of a space telescope destined to operate
in the UV band, which is inaccessible for an earth-based observation. The science involving
the UV astronomy and, in particular, WSO-UV has been discussed recently in Boyarchuk et al.
(2016). Currently, the Core Program of the WSO-UV includes the following hot science topics:
the determination of the diffuse baryonic content in the Universe and its chemical evolution; the
study of the formation and evolution of galaxies; the investigation of the extrasolar planetary
atmospheres; and the exploration of the physics of accretion and outflows in astronomical engines,
as the jets studied in this thesis. Further UV observations (see Sect. 1.3) will provide a better
understanding of the physics driving protostellar jets and, in general, the star formation process.

1.6 Motivation for this work

As described above, jets are a fundamental part of the formation and evolution processes
of young stars: they are the result of the accretion and ejection history of the system and are
responsible for the removal of mass and angular momentum from the star-disk system. Jets form
very complex structures as a result of the variable nature of the ejection mechanism and the
subsequent interactions of the ejected material with the surrounding gas. Moreover, they evolve on
timescales of a few years, which makes them ideal laboratories for variability studies.

The WSO-UV telescope could provide key inputs to answer some open questions concerning
the physics of jets. High resolution UV spectroscopy will allow to determine the structure of the
accretion flow on T Tauri stars, and to measure the physical conditions and clumpyness of the
outflows. The high sensitivity of the FUV camera will allow to detect hot jets through their Ly-α
and to resolve the thermal structure of the jets and the regions shocked by them (see Shustov et al.
2018 for more details).

High energy X-ray emission detected in a number of jets could have a relevant effect in the
whole system. Large-scale X-ray sources may efficiently ionize large parts of the circumstellar
environment. In particular, X-ray sources at the base of the jet may have an important contribution
to the ionization of the disk surface inducing disk accretion instabilities (Balbus & Hawley 1991)
and altering the disk chemistry (e.g. Glassgold et al. 2004). In fact, the jet launching site is located
above the disk, so that the X-ray source at the jet base would illuminate the disk with near normal
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incidence, maximizing its effects even in the outer disk regions shielded from the stellar X-rays.
This contribution would be specially relevant if the presence of a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting
shock at the base of some jets is confirmed.

X-ray-emitting jets have to be sufficiently luminous to be detected in far away star-forming
regions (SFRs). HH 154 and DG Tau are in Taurus, the nearest SFR, and are the only jets for which
variability studies have been performed through multi-epoch observations. Chandra observations
of the most luminous HH 154 jet collected about 60 counts in 100 ks (Favata et al. 2006), and
even worse statistics have been obtained for the less luminous X-ray jet associated with DG Tau
(Güdel et al. 2008). The X-ray emitting sources detected at larger distances, e.g. HH 248, are
very bright (> 1030 erg s−1), but not enough to perform detailed studies. The only X-ray source
for which it was possible to analyze the morphology is HH 154, revealing a knotty structure in
the X-ray band (Favata et al. 2006) and a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting source at the base of
the jet (Bonito et al. 2011). In the case of the DG Tau jet, Güdel et al. (2008) made an attempt to
analyze the X-ray source associated with this jet co-adding several different observations collected
over a time-scale of three years to improve the statistics; however, the intrinsec variability of the
source made impossible to reveal its true morphology. A second attempt was done by Güdel et al.
(2011) but, unfortunately, the two components forming the central X-ray emitting source were not
spatially resolved by Chandra.

Observations concluded that the X-ray emission detected in HH 154 and DG Tau has to
originate close to the base of the jets, but the driving mechanism is still under debate. Several
models have been proposed. Bally et al. (2003) suggested that the X-ray emission observed in
HH 154 could be produced by the reflection of the X-rays from the central protostar in a scattering
layer produced by dense material in the environment; they also proposed the alternative scenario of
fast X-ray emitting shocks forming in the jet either by collisions with the medium or by a nozzle
that naturally recollimate the flow (as described in Gomez de Castro & Pudritz 1993) forming a
quasi-stationary shock at the base. Raga et al. (2002) suggested that the X-ray emission could
originate from the interaction of the protostellar jet with the surrounding medium forming a bow
shock which under certain conditions emits in X-rays from the head of the jet. In the case of
emission situated at large distance from the driving source (e.g. HH 248), the X-ray emission may
probably arise from the interaction of the jet with inhomogeneities of the interstellar medium (de
Gouveia dal Pino & Birkinshaw 1996). Finally, the X-rays observed in many cases could originate
from internal shocks due to auto-interactions of jet material ejected at different epochs. Note that
most of the scenarios proposed would originate transient X-ray emission and/or characterized by
a proper motion, which is not compatible with the quasi-stationary X-ray sources observed in
HH 154 and DG Tau over a time base of few years.

As already discussed, X-ray-emitting jets are faint sources and the low statistics for the few
stellar jets detected in X-rays so far makes it difficult to achieve robust results from observations.
Numerical models are therefore a very useful tool in the study of jets as they give us the possibility
of exploring a huge number of conditions, allowing us to constrain the physical parameters of the
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system.
HD models predict X-ray emission from mechanical heating due to shocks produced by the

interaction between the jet and the ambient medium (Bonito et al. 2004). In particular they predict
significant X-ray emission when the jet is less dense than the ambient medium (light jets), whereas
jets denser than the ambient (heavy jets) produce X-ray luminosity values much lower than those
observed (e.g. Bonito et al. 2007). The latter suggets that in some cases magnetic field could play
a fundamental role.

Bonito et al. (2010a) made an attempt to describe the characteristics of most of the X-ray-
emitting HH jets detected so far through HD models of randomly pulsed protostellar jets. They
found that most of the X-ray emission is located at the base of the jet where the plasma blob
collisions are the most energetic; however, they lack to explain the stationary X-ray emitting
sources observed in some cases. They obtained the lowest X-ray luminosities for the DG Tau
jet, while the X-ray luminosity and best-fit temperature calculated for HH 154 agree well with
observations. Finally, from the HH jets studied, they found that those with X-ray emission at large
distances from the YSO (e.g. HH 80/81, HH 210, and HH 2) do not match with model results as
they are characterized by very low values of temperature and high luminosities.

On the basis of HD modelling, Bonito et al. (2011) were able to explain the observations of
HH 154 describing a shock diamond formed at the opening of a nozzle, which produces a X-ray
emitting stationary source. They proposed a magnetic nozzle as the origin of the shock. However,
the so far existing MHD models of protostellar jets were more oriented at studying the effect of the
magnetic field on the dynamical evolution of HH objects (e.g. Cerqueira et al. 1997; O’Sullivan &
Ray 2000; Stone & Hardee 2000) rather than on predicting the emitted X-ray spectrum. These
models usually include the radiative cooling but not the effects of thermal conduction, being these
studies mostly focused on the optical emission of jets where the thermal conduction efficiency is
lower. Alternative models are therefore required.

1.7 Description of this work

The main objective of this thesis is to understand the origin of X-ray emission in protostellar
jets and to increase our knowledge about astronomical engines as part of the core program of the
WSO-UV mission (see Sect.1.5). The work is divided in two parts:

• The study of X-ray emission arising from the base of the jet, close to the driving source
(Chapters 2–3). Following the line of research proposed by Bonito et al. (2011) and described
in Sect. 1.6, we investigate the scenario of a protostellar jet collimated by the stellar magnetic
field and forming a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock at the base of the jet.

• The study of X-ray emission originating from a X-ray source located further away from the
star (Chapter 4). We explore the scenario of a stellar jet that impacts a dense molecular cloud,
forming a X-ray emitting extended source.
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Each of the following chapters are published papers and their complete references are included
in the Bibliography of this PhD thesis.

In Chapter 2 (Ustamujic et al. 2016), we investigate the physics that guides the formation of X-
ray emitting stationary shocks in protostellar jets and the role of the magnetic field in determining
the location, stability, and detectability in X-rays of these shocks. We performed a set of 2.5D
MHD numerical simulations that modelled continuously driven jets ramming into a magnetized
medium taking into account, for the first time, both magnetic-field oriented thermal conduction
(including the effects of heat flux saturation) and radiative losses effects. We synthesized the
emission measure and the X-ray luminosity and compared the model results with observations.

In Chapter 3 (Ustamujic et al. 2018), we investigate the effect of perturbations in the X-ray
emitting stationary shocks described in Chapter 2, and the stability and detectability in X-rays of
these shocks. We performed a set of 2.5D MHD numerical simulations that modelled pulsed jets
ramming into a magnetized medium. We study the case of a light jet, associated with very young
embedded protostars, and the case of a heavy jet, generally associated with more evolved optically
visible sources. We synthesized the count rate and compared the model results with Chandra
observations of HH 154 (light jet) and DG Tau (heavy jet).

In Chapter 4 (López-Santiago et al. 2015), we investigate the plausibility of detecting X-ray
emission from a stellar jet that impacts a dense molecular cloud, a scenario that may be typical for
CTT stars with jets in dense star-forming complexes. We modelled the impact of a jet against a
dense cloud using 2D axisymmetric HD simulations. We compared our results with XMM-Newton
observations of HH 248, where extended X-ray emission is detected at the edge of the nearby
IC 434 cloud. This chapter was published in The Astrophysical Journal (López-Santiago et al.
2015) and my contribution was mainly in the part of the numerical simulations.

In Chapter 5, I draw my conclusions and discuss about future work and perspectives.
Finally, in the Appendix (Ustamujic et al. 2018 submitted), I describe briefly a related work

where we attempt to model the signature of protostellar jets rotation through synthetic profiles for
the C IV line. This work is under the refereeing process at the moment of editing this thesis.
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Context. X-ray observations of protostellar jets show evidence of strong shocks heating the plasma up to

temperatures of a few million degrees. In some cases, the shocked features appear to be stationary. They are

interpreted as shock diamonds.

Aims. We investigate the physics that guides the formation of X-ray emitting stationary shocks in protostellar

jets; the role of the magnetic field in determining the location, stability, and detectability in X-rays of these

shocks; and the physical properties of the shocked plasma.

Methods. We performed a set of 2.5-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic numerical simulations that modelled

supersonic jets ramming into a magnetized medium and explored different configurations of the magnetic field.

The model takes into account the most relevant physical effects, namely thermal conduction and radiative

losses. We compared the model results with observations, via the emission measure and the X-ray luminosity

synthesized from the simulations.

Results. Our model explains the formation of X-ray emitting stationary shocks in a natural way. The magnetic

field collimates the plasma at the base of the jet and forms a magnetic nozzle there. After an initial transient,

the nozzle leads to the formation of a shock diamond at its exit which is stationary over the time covered

by the simulations (∼ 40 − 60 yr; comparable with timescales of the observations). The shock generates a

point-like X-ray source located close to the base of the jet with luminosity comparable with that inferred from

X-ray observations of protostellar jets. For the range of parameters explored, the evolution of the post-shock

plasma is dominated by the radiative cooling, whereas the thermal conduction slightly affects the structure of

the shock.
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2.1 Introduction

The early stages of the birth of a star are characterized by a variety of mass ejection phenomena,
including outflows and collimated jets that are strongly related with the accretion process developed
in the context of the star–disc interaction. In fact, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) centrifugal
models for jet launching (Blandford & Payne 1982; Pudritz & Norman 1983) indicated that
protostellar jets could provide a valid solution to the angular momentum problem (see Bacciotti
et al. 2002 for a wider description) via vertical transport along the ordered component of the strong
magnetic field threading the disc. According to the widely accepted magneto-centrifugal launching
scenario (Ferreira et al. 2006; Gomez de Castro & Pudritz 1993), outflows in young stars are
driven from the inner portion of accretion discs and dense plasma from the disc is collimated into
jets. This scenario was challenged by several models based on different lines of evidence from
the observations suggesting the presence of dust in jets due to material from the outer part of the
disc (Podio et al. 2009). Thus several MHD ejection sites probably coexist in young stars, and
the difficulty is to determine the relative contribution of each to the observed jets (for a complete
review confronting observations and theory see Frank et al. 2014).

The general consensus is that magnetic fields play a fundamental role in launching, collimating
and stabilizing the plasma of jets. This idea was recently corroborated by scaled laboratory
experiments that are representative of young stellar object outflows (Albertazzi et al. 2014). These
experiments revealed that stable and narrow collimation of the entire flow can result from the
presence of a poloidal magnetic field. A key observational diagnostic for discriminating between
the different theories could be the detection of possible signatures of rotation in protostellar jets.
Pushing the limits of observational resolution, several authors have described the detection of
asymmetric Doppler shifts in emission lines from opposite borders of the flow in different objects
(Bacciotti et al. 2002; Woitas et al. 2005; Coffey et al. 2004, 2007, 2015). However, this possibility
is still under active debate. For example, some inconsistencies in rotation signatures were found at
different positions along the jet in a UV study of RW Aur (Coffey et al. 2012) and in a near-infrared
study of DG Tau (White et al. 2014) where systematic transverse velocity gradients could not
be identified. Alternative interpretations include asymmetric shocking and/or jet precession (e.g.
Soker 2005; Cerqueira et al. 2006; Correia et al. 2009).

Usually jets from young stars are revealed by the presence of a chain of knots, forming what
are known as the Herbig-Haro (HH) objects. The observations of multiple HH objects showed
a knotty structure along the jet axis interpreted as the consequence of the pulsing nature of the
ejection of material by the star (e.g. Raga et al. 1990, 2007; Bonito et al. 2010a,b; and references
therein). After been ejected, the trains of blobs forming the jet move through the ambient medium
and they may interact and produce shocks and complex structures that are observed at different
wavelengths. In particular, observations showed evidence of faint X-ray emitting sources forming
within the jet (e.g. Pravdo et al. 2001; Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al. 2003; Pravdo et al. 2004;
Tsujimoto et al. 2004; Güdel et al. 2005; Stelzer et al. 2009). The origin of this X-ray emission was
investigated through hydrodynamic models which have shown that the observations are consistent
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with the production of strong shocks that heat the plasma up to temperatures of a few million
degrees (Bonito et al. 2007, 2010a,b).

In some cases, the shocked features appeared to be stationary and located close to the base of
the jet (e.g. HH154, Favata et al. 2006; DG Tau, Güdel et al. 2005). In one of the best-studied
X-ray jets, HH154, the X-ray emission consisted of a bright stationary component and a fainter
and slightly variable elongated component (see Favata et al. 2006). On the basis of hydrodynamic
modelling, this source was interpreted as a shock diamond formed just after a nozzle from which
the jet originated (Bonito et al. 2011). This scenario was recently supported by scaled laboratory
experiments showing the formation of a shock at the base of a laboratory jet that may explain the
X-ray emission features observed at the base of some protostellar jets (Albertazzi et al. 2014).

Previous MHD models of protostellar jets were aimed at studying the effect of the magnetic
field on the dynamical evolution of HH objects (e.g. Cerqueira et al. 1997; O’Sullivan & Ray 2000;
Stone & Hardee 2000). These studies therefore have focused mainly on the dynamical aspects
and the evolution of the jet rather than on obtaining predictions of the emitted X-ray spectrum.
Some authors also studied the dynamics considering the pulsing nature of the jets (e.g. Raga
& Noriega-Crespo 1998; de Colle & Raga 2006). These models usually include the radiative
cooling but not the effects of thermal conduction, being these studies mostly focusing on the optical
emission of jets where the thermal conduction efficiency is lower.

Here we study the formation of quasi-stationary X-ray emitting sources close to the base of
protostellar jets through detailed 2.5-dimensional (2.5D) MHD simulations. We propose a new
MHD model which describes the propagation of a jet through a magnetic nozzle which ram at
supersonic speed into an initially isothermal and homogeneous magnetized less dense medium.
The MHD model takes into account, for the first time, the relevant physical effects, including the
radiative losses from optically thin plasma and the magnetic field oriented thermal conduction. The
latter is expected to have some effect on the jet dynamics in the presence of plasma at a few MK as
that in the presence of strong shocks. In particular the thermal conduction can play an important
role in determining the structure of shock diamonds. We compare the results with observations via
the emission measure and the X-ray luminosity, synthesized from the simulations. These studies
are important to better understand the structure of HH objects and, more specifically, to determine
the jet and interstellar magnetic field structure, and may give some insight into the still debated jet
ejection and collimation mechanisms.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the MHD model and the
numerical setup. The results of our numerical simulations are described in Section 3. Finally, the
discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2.2 The model

We model the propagation of a continuously driven protostellar jet through an initially isother-
mal and homogeneous magnetized medium. We assume that the fluid is fully ionized and that it
can be regarded as a perfect gas with a ratio of specific heats γ = 5/3 (we verified the assumptions
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used in this paper as described in Bonito et al. 2007).
The system is described by the time-dependent MHD equations extended with thermal conduc-

tion (including the effects of heat flux saturation) and radiative losses from optically thin plasma.
The time-dependent MHD equations written in non-dimensional conservative form are

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2.1)

∂ρu
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuu − BB) + ∇Pt = 0, (2.2)

∂ρE
∂t

+ ∇ · [u(ρE + Pt) − B(uB)] = −∇ · Fc − nenHΛ(T ), (2.3)

∂B
∂t

+ ∇ · (uB − Bu) = 0, (2.4)

where
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B2

2
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1
2

u2 +
1
2

B2

ρ
, (2.5)

are respectively the total pressure and the total gas energy (internal energy ε, kinetic energy, and
magnetic energy), t is the time, ρ = µmHnH is the mass density, µ = 1.29 is the mean atomic
mass (assuming solar abundances; Anders & Grevesse 1989), mH is the mass of the hydrogen
atom, nH is the hydrogen number density, u is the gas velocity, B is the magnetic field, Fc is the
conductive flux, T is the temperature, and Λ(T ) represents the optically thin radiative losses per
unit emission measure derived with the PINTofALE spectral code (Kashyap & Drake 2000) and
with the APED V1.3 atomic line database (Smith et al. 2001), assuming solar metal abundances as
before (as deduced from X-ray observations of CTTSs; Telleschi et al. 2007). We use the ideal gas
law, P = (γ − 1)ρε.

For the description of the flux-limited thermal conduction in Eq. 3.3, we adopted the same
procedure for smoothly implementing the transition from the classical (Spitzer 1962) to the
saturated (flux-limited) conduction regime (Cowie & McKee 1977; Balbus & McKee 1982)
suggested by Dalton & Balbus (1993). According to Spitzer (1962), the conductive fluxes along
and across the magnetic field lines in the classical regime are defined as

[qspi]‖ = −κ‖[∇T ]‖ ≈ −9.2 × 10−7T 5/2[∇T ]‖,

[qspi]⊥ = −κ⊥[∇T ]⊥ ≈ −5.4 × 10−16 n2
H

T 1/2B2
[∇T ]⊥,

(2.6)

where [∇T ]‖ and [∇T ]⊥ are the thermal gradients along and across the magnetic field, and κ‖ and
κ⊥ (in units of erg s−1 K−1 cm−1) are the thermal conduction coefficients along and across the
magnetic field, respectively. For temperature gradient scales comparable to the electron mean free
path, the heat flux is limited and the conductive fluxes along and across the magnetic field lines are
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given by (Cowie & McKee 1977)

[qsat]‖ = −sign ([∇T ]‖) 5φρc3
s ,

[qsat]⊥ = −sign ([∇T ]⊥) 5φρc3
s ,

(2.7)

where φ ∼ 0.3 (Giuliani 1984; Borkowski et al. 1989, and references therein) and cs is the
isothermal sound speed. The thermal conduction is highly anisotropic owing to the stellar magnetic
field, the conductivity being highly reduced in the direction transverse to the field (Spitzer 1962).
The thermal flux is therefore locally split into two components, along and across the magnetic field
lines, Fc = F‖i + F⊥ j, where

F‖ =
(

1
[qspi]‖

+
1

[qsat]‖

)−1

,

F⊥ =

(
1

[qspi]⊥
+

1
[qsat]⊥

)−1

,

(2.8)

to allow for a smooth transition between the classical and saturated conduction regime (see Dalton
& Balbus 1993; Orlando et al. 2008, 2010).

The calculations were performed using PLUTO (Mignone et al. 2007), a modular Godunov-
type code for astrophysical plasmas. The code provides a multiphysics, multialgorithm modular
environment particularly oriented towards the treatment of astrophysical flows in the presence of
discontinuities as in our case. The code was designed to make efficient use of massive parallel
computers using the message-passing interface (MPI) library for interprocessor communications.
The MHD equations are solved using the MHD module available in PLUTO, configured to compute
intercell fluxes with the Harten-Lax-Van Leer Discontinuities (HLLD) approximate Riemann
solver, while second order in time is achieved using a Runge-Kutta scheme. The evolution of
the magnetic field is carried out adopting the constrained transport approach (Balsara & Spicer
1999) that maintains the solenoidal condition (∇ · B = 0) at machine accuracy. PLUTO includes
optically thin radiative losses in a fractional step formalism (Mignone et al. 2007), which preserves
the second time accuracy, as the advection and source steps are at least of the second-order
accurate; the radiative losses (Λ values) are computed at the temperature of interest using a table
lookup/interpolation method. The thermal conduction is treated separately from advection terms
through operator splitting. In particular, we adopted the super-time-stepping technique (Alexiades
et al. 1996) which has been proved to be very effective in speeding up explicit time-stepping
schemes for parabolic problems when high values of plasma temperature are reached as in shocks
(see Orlando et al. 2010 for more details).

2.2.1 Numerical setup

We adopt a 2.5D cylindrical (r, z) coordinate system, assuming axisymmetry. We consider the
jet axis coincident with the z-axis. The computational grid size ranges from ≈ 300 AU to ≈ 600
AU in the r direction and from ≈ 900 AU to ≈ 3600 AU in the z direction, depending on the model
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parameters. We follow the evolution of the system for at least 40-60 years. These dimensions and
times are comparable with those of the observations and are chosen so that we are able to follow
the jet collimation and the formation of the shock diamond until a stationary situation is achieved.

We consider an initially isothermal and homogeneous magnetized medium. The initial tem-
perature and density of the ambient are fixed to Ta = 100 K and na = 100 cm−3 respectively
in all the simulations. We define a jet, injected into the domain at z = 0, with a mass ejection
rate of ≈ 10−8 M� yr−1 embedded in an initially axial (z) magnetic field. Different magnetic field
strengths are investigated. The jet temperature at the lower boundary is assumed to be Tj = 106 K
in order to obtain values ranging from 104 to 105 K after the jet expansion in the computational
domain. The values used for the model are in good agreement with the observations (Fridlund et al.
1998; Favata et al. 2002).

The mesh is uniformly spaced along the two directions, giving a spatial resolution of 0.5 AU
(corresponding to 120 cells across the initial jet diameter). We performed a convergence test to
find the spatial resolution needed to model the physics involved and to resolve the X-ray emitting
features. The test consisted in considering the setup for a reference case and performing few
simulations with increasing spatial resolution. We found that by increasing the resolution adopted
in our study by a factor of 2, the results change by no more than 1%. The domain was chosen
according to the physical scales of typical jets from young stars. The adopted resolution is higher
than that achieved by current instruments used for the observations of jets, as HST in the optical
band and Chandra in X-rays. In comparison, the Chandra resolution corresponds to ∼ 60 AU at
the distance of HH154 in Taurus (∼ 140 pc).

In all the cases the jet velocity at the lower boundary is oriented along the z-axis, coincident
with the jet axis, and has a radial profile of the form

V(r) =
V0

ν cosh(r/rj)ω − (ν − 1)
, (2.9)

where V0 is the on-axis velocity, ν is the ambient to jet density ratio, rj is the initial jet radius, and
ω = 4 is the steepness parameter for the shear layer, adjusted so as to achieve a smooth transition
of the kinetic energy at the interface between the jet and the ambient medium (Bonito et al. 2007).
The density variation in the radial direction is given by

ρ(r) = ρj

(
ν −

ν − 1
cosh(r/rj)ω

)
, (2.10)

where ρ j is the jet density (Bodo et al. 1994).
Axisymmetric boundary conditions are imposed along the jet axis (at the left boundary for

r = 0) in all the cases. At the lower boundary (namely for z = 0), inflow boundary conditions
(according to the jet parameters given in Table 3.1) are imposed for r ≤ rj (where rj is the jet
radius at the lower boundary); for r ≥ rj we checked two different conditions in order to evaluate
their effects on our results: (A) equatorial symmetric boundary conditions where variables are
symmetrized across the boundary and tangential component of magnetic field flip sign (in such a
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Table 2.1: Summary of the initial physical parameters characterizing the different models: magnetic field strength along
the z-axis, Bz; maximum linear rotational velocity at the lower boundary, 3ϕ,max; jet velocity at the lower boundary, 3j; jet
density at the lower boundary, nj; initial jet radius, rj; and the mass loss rate calculated at the lower boundary, Ṁj.

Model Bz (mG) 3ϕ,max (km s−1) 3j (km s−1) nj (cm−3) rj (AU) Ṁj (10−8M�yr−1)
Reference case

M0 5 0 500 104 30 1.3
Varying magnetic field strength

M1 4 0 500 104 30 1.3
M2 3 0 500 104 30 1.3
M3 2 0 500 104 30 1.3
M4 1 0 500 104 30 1.3
M5 0.1 0 500 104 30 1.3

Varying jet rotational velocity
M6 5 75 500 104 30 1.3
M7 5 112 500 104 30 1.3
M8 5 150 500 104 30 1.3

Varying jet velocity
M9 5 0 200 104 50 1.3
M10 5 0 300 104 40 1.4
M11 5 0 400 104 35 1.3
M12 5 0 700 104 30 1.8
M13 5 0 1000 104 20 1.4

Varying jet density
M14 5 0 500 105 10 1.4

way that the magnetic field is normal to the boundary for z = 0); (B) boundary conditions fixed
to the ambient values prescribed at the initial condition (see the beginning of this section). We
tested both A and B boundary conditions for several cases with no relevant variations observed in
our results; thus we consider both descriptions equally adapted to our problem. Finally, outflow
boundary conditions are assumed elsewhere.

2.2.2 Parameters

Our model solutions depend upon a number of physical parameters, such as the magnetic field
strength, and the jet density, velocity (including a possible rotational velocity 3ϕ) and radius. In
order to reduce the number of free parameters in our exploration of the parameter space, in every
case, we define a jet density and velocity and we fix the jet radius to preserve a mass ejection rate
of the order of 10−8 M� yr−1. Typical outflow rates are found to be between 10−7 and 10−9 M�
yr−1 for jets from low-mass classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) (Cabrit et al. 2007; Podio et al. 2011).
We calculate the mass loss rate as Ṁj =

∫
ρj3j dA, where ρj and 3j are the mass density and jet
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velocity, respectively, and dA is the cross-sectional area of the incoming jet plasma.
We define a initially uniform magnetic field along the z-axis with values between 0.1 and 5 mG,

where Bz = 5 mG is our reference value. This value for the magnetic field strength was chosen
according to the value estimated by Bonito et al. (2011) at the exit of a magnetic nozzle close to
the base of the jet. It is also consistent with that inferred by Bally et al. (2003), namely B = 1 − 4
mG, in the context of shocks associated with jet collimation, and by Schneider et al. (2011), who
find B ≈ 6 mG. These values are also in agreement with those expected at the base of the jet close
to the driving source, according to Hartigan et al. (2007). As a cross-check we also perform one
simulation with Bz = 0.1 mG in order to test the necessity of a minimum magnetic field strength in
our model to collimate the plasma and form a shock diamond. In some simulations we consider the
plasma of the jet characterized by an angular velocity corresponding to maximum linear rotational
velocities of 3ϕ,max = 1 − 2 · 107 cm s−1 at the lower boundary. In these cases a toroidal magnetic
field component arises and the magnetic field lines are twisted obtaining a helical shaped field.

The particle number density of the jet, nj, ranges between 104 and 105 cm−3 at the lower
boundary . When the jet is injected into the domain the plasma expands and then is collimated
by the magnetic field. During this process the density decreases, leading to pre-shock densities
of the order of 103 − 104 cm−3, consistent with those inferred by Bally et al. (2003). For the jet
velocity (also defined at the lower boundary) we explore values between 3j = 300 and 1000 km
s−1 (Fridlund et al. 2005 find velocities of ∼ 500 km s−1 to ∼ 600 km s−1).

We summarize the parameters of the different models explored in Table 3.1. We show the
most relevant cases, in particular those where X-ray emission is produced. We define M0 as the
reference case because it is the one that most closely reproduces the values of jet density and
temperature, and luminosity of the X-ray source derived from the observations (Favata et al. 2002;
Bally et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011; Skinner et al. 2011).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Reference case

We follow the jet evolution of our reference case M0 (see Table 3.1) for approximately 50
years to reach a quasi-stationary condition. We show the evolution of the shock diamond in the
animation provided online and report the 2D spatial distributions of temperature, density, and
synthesized X-ray emission. The incoming jet, with Mach number 500, initially propagates through
the magnetized domain and expands because its dynamic pressure is much larger than the ambient
pressure. The jet reaches its maximum expansion at z ≈ 200 AU (hereafter the collimation point)
where its radius is ≈ 90 AU. During the expansion the jet density and temperature decrease by
more than one order of magnitude, while the jet velocity remains almost constant. At the same
time, the magnetic pressure and field tension increase at the interface between the jet and the
surrounding medium, pushing on the jet plasma and forcing it to refocus on the jet axis after the
collimation point. As a result the jet is gradually collimated by the ambient (external) magnetic
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Figure 2.1: Two-dimensional maps of temperature (left half-panel on the left), density (right half-panel on the left), and
plasma β (on the right), after t ≈ 50 years of evolution for the model M0. The contour β = 1 is plotted in black in the right
panel. The black horizontal lines plotted in the left panel correspond to z = 325 and z = 375, which are the radial profiles
in the right panels in Figure 2.3.

field, reaching a minimum cross-section radius of ≈ 50 AU at z ≈ 340 AU (namely ≈ 140 AU from
the collimation point). The flow is compressed by oblique shock waves inclined at an angle to the
flow, forming a diamond (see left panel in Fig. 2.1). A shock wave perpendicular to the jet (called
the normal shock) forms at z ≈ 340 AU, when the compressed plasma flows parallel to the jet axis.
In this simulation the diamond after ∼ 8 years of evolution, heats the plasma to temperatures of a
few million degrees, and is stationary until the end of the simulation (t ≈ 50 yr).

After the first shock diamond, the flow expands once more and reduces the pressure again. The
flow is expected to be repeatedly compressed and expanded while gradually equalizing the pressure
difference between the jet and the ambient, forming a train of shock diamonds along the jet during
the process. The final configuration of the magnetic field (after the initial transient) is similar to the
solid wall of a conventional nozzle; in particular, the magnetic field is very effective in confining
the jet plasma, thus acting as a magnetic wall. As an example, in Figure 2.1 (right panel) we show
a 2D map of the plasma β (defined as the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure)
for the first shock diamond, located close to the exit of the nozzle. We can distinguish two clearly
different regimes: the area close to the jet axis where β > 1 and is dominated by the jet plasma
pressure, and the rest of the domain where β < 1 and is dominated by the magnetic field which
confines the jet.
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Figure 2.2: Magnitude of the jet
velocity (solid line), Alfven ve-
locity (dotted line), and sound
speed (dashed line) profiles at
r = 0 and t ≈ 50 yr for the model
M0. The shock is indicated.

In Fig. 2.2 we plot the velocity profiles along the jet axis at the end of the simulation. We
compare the magnitude of the jet velocity (solid line), the Alfven velocity (dotted line), and the
sound speed (dashed line). In this case, we found that the jet is super-Alfvenic and supersonic
before the shock; immediately after the shock the jet becomes subsonic but not sub-Alfvenic
(although it also becomes sub-Alfvenic between z = 430 AU and z = 480 AU). For z > 520 AU
and before the next diamond shock, the jet is again super-Alfvenic and supersonic.

We summarize the main physical parameters resulting from the different models in Table 2.2.
At the shock diamond, the plasma density and temperature reach respective maximum values of
∼ 2 · 104 cm−3 and ∼ 6 · 106 K in the reference case. In order to describe the shock X-ray emission
contribution, we also calculate the shock temperature (calculated as the density-weighted average
temperature) and the shock mass, considering only the cells with T ≥ 106. We obtain a shock
temperature of Ts ≈ 2 · 106 K and a total mass of ms ≈ 2 · 10−9M�. In Fig. 2.3 we plot the density
and temperature profiles along the jet axis and radial profiles a few astronomical units before and
after the shock (see the corresponding positions marked in Fig. 2.1): on the left z profiles at r = 0,
and on the right radial profiles at z = 325 AU (pre-shock) and at z = 375 AU (post-shock). The
values along the jet axis increase at the normal shock from ∼ 600 cm−3 (pre-shock) to ∼ 2000
cm−3 (post-shock) for the density and from ∼ 5 · 104 K (pre-shock) to ∼ 5 · 106 K (post-shock)
for the temperature (see left panels in Fig. 2.3). We note that the material accumulating at the jet
border during the collimation determines an increase of density there which is clearly visible in
the radial profile of density at z = 325 AU before the shock diamond (see dotted line in the top
right panel of Fig. 2.3). Then the development of the oblique shock is visible in the radial profile
of density at z = 375 AU, namely after the shock diamond (see solid line in the top right panel of
Fig. 2.3). The temperature decreases with increasing distance from the jet axis along the radial
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Figure 2.3: Density (upper panels) and temperature (lower panels) profiles at t ≈ 50 yr for the model M0 (see left panel in
Fig. 2.1 for the 2D distributions). On the left, z profiles at r = 0; on the right, radial profiles at z = 325 AU (dotted lines),
and at z = 375 AU (solid lines). We indicate the position of the normal and oblique shocks in the upper panels.
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direction, with the exception of the jet cocoon, where it increases slightly. We do not expect any
significant X-ray emission from this region as the density is too low. This is confirmed by the
results discussed in Sect. 3.2.3.

In the following we focus our analysis on the first shock in order to constrain the characteristics
of shocks observed at the base of several jets. In fact, we expect that the other shock diamonds
predicted by our simulations at larger distances from the base of the jet are fainter in X-rays
because of their lower values of density. As an example, in Figure 2.4 we show the on-axis profiles
(r = 0) of temperature and density for the first two shocks at z ≈ 340 AU and z ≈ 680 AU. Before
each shock, the density and the temperature decrease owing to the jet expansion. The second shock
is characterized by a lower density which leads to an even lower X-ray emission.

2.3.2 Exploration of the parameter space

We perform a broad exploration of the parameter space defined by the four free parameters:
magnetic field strength along the z axis, Bz; maximum linear rotational velocity, 3ϕ,max; jet velocity,
3j; and jet density, nj (see Sect. 3.2.2 and Table 3.1). The aim is to determine the range of
parameters leading to the formation of a stationary shock emitting in X-rays.

We summarize in Table 2.2 the main physical parameters of the first shock diamond resulting
from the different models defined in Table 3.1, namely, the shock position, maximum density and
temperature, average temperature, mass, and X-ray luminosity. We obtain shock temperatures
ranging from ∼ 1 · 106 to ∼ 5 · 106 K, in excellent agreement with the X-ray observations of Favata
et al. (2002) and Bally et al. (2003). The shock luminosity, LX, is calculated considering the whole
region including the shock diamond.

In models M1-M5 we study the role of the magnetic field on the collimation of the jet and
the location, stability, and detectability in X-rays of the stationary shock. Model M5 considers
a very low magnetic field strength (0.1 mG) and, in this case, no shock diamonds form in the
computational domain; such a low magnetic field does not have enough strength to collimate the
jet. In models M3 and M4 the plasma is roughly collimated and a faint shock forms far from the
base of the jet. Finally, in models M1 and M2 the shock also forms at large distances from the base
of the jet, but its X-ray luminosity is higher than that in models M3 and M4 because the shock
is more extended in comparison with the reference case and the mass contributing to the X-ray
emission is higher (see Table 2.2). In models M6-M8 we study the influence of introducing an
angular velocity twisting the magnetic field lines and producing a helicoidal magnetic field. We
describe in detail the last three cases in Sect. 2.3.5 where we explore the role of the magnetic
field twisting. In models M9-M13 we study the effect of changing the jet velocity, 3j. In models
M9-M11, where the velocities are lower than in the reference case, we find that the shock forms
closer to the magnetic nozzle than in the reference case and is more extended. Even the shock
temperature and density are lower than in the reference case; they show higher X-ray luminosities
as the total mass contributing to the X-ray emission is higher. However, in models with higher
velocities (M12-M13), the shock forms further away and has lower luminosity. Lastly, we study the
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Table 2.2: Main physical parameters resulting from the different models: shock position (shock starting position from the
beginning of the domain), ds; shock maximum density, ns,max; shock maximum temperature, Ts,max; shock temperature
(calculated as the density-weighted average temperature), Ts; shock mass, ms; and shock X-ray luminosity, LX. For
the calculation of Ts and ms, we only consider the cells with T ≥ 106 in order to describe the shock X-ray emission
contribution.

Model ds (AU) ns,max (104 cm−3) Ts,max (MK) Ts (MK) ms (10−9 M�) LX (1028 erg s−1)

M0 340 1.7 5.8 2.1 1.7 8.8
M1 430 1.7 4.7 2.8 2.4 9.3
M2 570 1.9 5.7 2.5 2.2 9.3
M3 910 1.8 7.0 2.4 1.7 6.3
M4 1950 1.1 6.3 2.3 1.1 4.7
M5 no shock diamond formed
M6 340 1.7 5.8 1.9 2.0 11.5
M7 340 1.5 4.7 1.9 2.5 15.7
M8 320 1.3 4.7 2.2 3.1 22.1
M9 160 0.7 1.4 1.2 2.7 15.0
M10 230 1.1 2.3 1.8 2.9 17.8
M11 290 1.4 3.5 2.3 2.1 11.7
M12 530 2.6 2.7 1.5 2.0 5.4
M13 550 2.3 5.2 1.4 1.7 6.2
M14 450 302 3.6 1.3 0.06 0.05

effect of increasing the jet density, nj, in model M14. In this case we obtain a very low luminosity
compared with the other cases because the mass contributing to the X-ray emission is very low
(see Table 2.2).

Considering the physical parameters from the different models shown in Table 2.2, the most
promising cases are M0 (the reference case), M6-M8 (the models considering the magnetic field
twisting), and M9-M11 (the models with lower jet velocities). In all these cases a stationary shock
forms close to the base of the jet and, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.3, its X-ray luminosity is comparable
with those observed (Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011;
Skinner et al. 2011).

2.3.3 Emission measure distribution vs. temperature

We derive the distribution of emission measure vs. temperature, EM(T ), in the temperature
range [104 − 108] K. The EM(T ) distribution is an important source of information of the plasma
components with different temperature contributing to the emission and is very useful in order to
compare model results with observations. We calculate the EM(T ) distribution as follows. First
we derive the 2D distributions of temperature and density by integrating the MHD equations in the
whole spatial domain. Then we reconstruct the 3D spatial distribution of these physical quantities
by rotating the 2D slabs around the symmetry axis z. For each cell of the 3D domain, we derive the
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of
emission measure, EM, as a
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T , after ≈ 50 years of evo-
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ent models: M0 (the reference
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case without twisting) in red.

emission measure defined as EM =
∫

nenHdV (where ne and nH are the electron and hydrogen
densities, respectively, and V is the volume of emitting plasma). From the 3D spatial distributions
of T and EM, we derive the EM(T ) distribution for the computational domain as a whole or for
part of it: we consider the temperature range [104 − 108] K divided into 80 equidistant bins in log
T ; the total EM in each temperature bin is obtained by summing the emission measure of all the
fluid elements corresponding to the same temperature bin.

Figure 2.5 shows the EM(T ) for the reference case, M0 (see Sect. 2.3.1), after ≈ 50 years of
evolution for the region shown in Fig. 2.1, corresponding to the first shock. We find that the shape
of the EM(T ) is characterized by three bumps at T ≈ 2 · 104 K, ≈ 5 · 105 K, and ≈ 6 · 106 K. The
last corresponds to the shock diamond. The EM decreases rapidly above few millions degrees.
The same figure compares the EM(T ) distribution derived for M0 with those derived for models
M3 (blue histogram) and M10 (red histogram). In M3, after a peak of EM at T ≈ 2 · 104 K, the
EM decreases gradually with the temperature, showing two bumps at T ≈ 106 K and T ≈ 5 · 106 K.
The EM is lower than that in model M0 and, as a consequence, the X-ray luminosity is expected
to be much lower too. Conversely, model M10 shows two intense bumps centred at T ≈ 7 · 105 K
and T ≈ 3 · 106 K with high values of EM. We expect therefore that this model produces higher
values of X-ray luminosity.

2.3.4 Spatial distribution of X-ray emission

From the 3D spatial distributions of temperature and density reconstructed from the 2.5D
simulations (see Sect. 2.3.3), we synthesize the emission in the [0.3-10] keV band to compare the
model results with the observations. In particular we derive 2D X-ray images by integrating the
X-ray emission along the line of sight (assumed to be perpendicular to the jet axis).
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Figure 2.6: Spatial distribution of the
X-ray emission after ≈ 50 years of evo-
lution. We compare different models:
M0 (the reference case) upper panel,
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Figure 2.6 shows the spatial distribution of the X-ray emission for M0 (the reference case;
see Sect. 2.3.1), for M3 (one of the less luminous cases), and M10 (the most luminous case
without twisting) after 48 years of evolution. The X-ray source appears as a single elongated
source corresponding to the shock diamond region developing as a result of the jet collimation
(see discussion in Sect. 3.1). We note the different scale for the z-axis in the three panels of the
figure and also with respect to Fig. 2.1. After an initial transient (∼ 10 yr), all these sources appear
to be stationary over the time covered by the simulations (∼ 50 yr; see the movie provided online).
Almost all the X-ray emission originates from the shock diamond, whereas the contribution arising
from the jet envelope is negligible in all the cases.

The X-ray total shock luminosity, LX, in the [0.3-10] keV band derived for model M0 is
∼ 9 · 1028 erg s−1 (see Table 2.2). The spatial X-ray distribution for model M10 is wider and has a
higher total shock luminosity, namely ∼ 2 · 1029 erg s−1. Finally, the spatial X-ray distribution for
model M3 is fainter and more extended, with a total shock luminosity of ∼ 6 · 1028 erg s−1. These
values are comparable with those detected in several HH objects (Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al.
2003; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011; Skinner et al. 2011), ranging between 2.4 · 1028

and 3 · 1029 erg s−1.
We note that the X-ray luminosity, LX, is calculated assuming that the plasma is optically thin.

In order to verify our assumption, we estimated a hydrogen column density NH ≈ 9 · 1017 cm−2,
assuming a shock thickness of 60 AU and a density of 103 cm−3. Thus, the X-ray absorption is
negligible.

It is also worth noting that hydrodynamic models predict significant X-ray emission by jets
less dense than the ambient medium (light jets), whereas jets denser than the ambient (heavy jets)
produce X-ray luminosities several orders of magnitude lower than those observed (e.g. Bonito
et al. 2011). Our results show that the magnetic field can enhance the X-ray luminosity from jets,
leading to X-ray luminosities comparable with those observed even in the case of heavy jets. Here
we suggest that the magnetic field plays a fundamental role in observed X-ray emitting heavy jets
through efficient magnetic collimation of the flow in shock diamonds.

2.3.5 Role of the jet rotational velocity

In models M6, M7, and M8 (see Table 3.1) we study the influence of introducing an angular
velocity to the jet. We define a constant angular velocity producing maximum linear rotational
velocity values, 3ϕ,max, ranging from 75 to 150 km s−1 at the lower boundary1. The jet rotation
produces a toroidal component at the initially axial magnetic field achieving a helicoidal con-
figuration during the simulation. The final configuration of the magnetic field depends on the
rotational velocity of the plasma; the higher the velocity, the more twisted the magnetic field
lines. In Figure 2.7 we show a 3D representation of the density distribution and magnetic field
configuration for model M8, the one with the highest rotational velocity of the cases explored (see

1In the presence of an angular velocity, we found that boundary conditions B (see Sect. 3.2.1) are the most appropriate
because boundary conditions A can produce numerical artefacts at the base of the jet.
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Figure 2.7: Three-dimensional representation
of the density distribution and the magnetic
field configuration (blue lines) for the model
M8 after ≈ 50 years of evolution.

Table 3.1). The magnetic field lines are twisted in a helicoidal configuration, contributing to the jet
collimation.

In Figure 2.8 we show 2D maps of the plasma β for the three models. We can distinguish two
different regimes in all the cases: the area close to the jet axis where β > 1 and is dominated by
the jet plasma pressure, and the rest of the domain where β < 1 and is dominated by the magnetic
field. According to the maps, the higher the rotational velocity, the larger the region with β > 1
dominated by the jet plasma pressure, and the stronger and more extended the shock. This is
basically due to the increase of the dynamic pressure in the jet interior.

Figure 2.9 shows the emission measure distribution vs. temperature, EM(T ), calculated as
explained in Section 2.3.3. We compare the reference case, M0, with the models M6, M7, and
M8 (see Table 3.1); this allows us to explore the effect of an increasing angular velocity and
the expected emission from the jet. We find that by increasing the rotational velocity 3ϕ,max, the
EM decreases for temperatures T < 6 · 105 K and increases for higher temperatures. Thus we
expect that with increasing 3ϕ,max, the shock diamond is a brighter X-ray source with higher X-ray
luminosity.

Figure 2.10 shows the spatial distribution of the X-ray emission for the three different models
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Figure 2.8: Two-dimensional maps of plasma β after ≈ 50 years of evolution. Different models are compared: M6 (the
model with the lowest rotational velocity) left panel, M7 (the model with an intermediate rotational velocity) middle panel,
and M8 (the model with the highest rotational velocity) right panel. The contour β = 1 is plotted in black in every case.
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with twisting (see Table 3.1), derived as explained in Section 3.2.3. We find that the X-ray emission
source corresponding to the shock diamond is closer to the base of the jet and more extended for
models with higher jet rotation velocities. The X-ray total shock luminosity, LX, in the [0.3-10] keV
band is larger for higher rotational velocity of the jet (see Table 2.2) as the total mass contributing
to the X-ray emission is higher. These values are consistent with those detected in several HH
objects (Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011; Skinner
et al. 2011).

From the models, we also calculate the density-weighted average velocity along the line of
sight and compare it with the velocities inferred from the observations (Bacciotti et al. 2002; Coffey
et al. 2004, 2007; Woitas et al. 2005). We consider the line of sight perpendicular to the jet axis and
we degrade the spatial resolution of the maps derived from the simulations from 0.5 AU to 20 AU
(typical average resolution achieved in observations). In Figure 2.11, we show 2D distributions for
the density-weighted velocities along the line of sight for M6, M7, and M8 obtained with spatial
resolution of 20 AU. We find similar characteristics in the three cases. The projected velocities
are larger at the edge of the jet where strong Bϕ and Br components are generated collimating
the jet. The velocity reaches its maximum 3max in proximity of the first shock diamond where
3max ≈ 60 km s−1 for model M6, and 3max ≈ 70 km s−1 for models M7 and M8. The values
derived in the pre-shock region are lower: maximum values for M6, M7, and M8 are ∼ 30 km s−1,
∼ 40 km s−1, and ∼ 50 km s−1, respectively. The velocities are significantly lower close to the
jet axis where 3max < 10 km s−1. All these values are compatible with those inferred from the
observations by Bacciotti et al. (2002).
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Table 2.3: Summary of the main physical parameters resulting from the different simulations performed for the reference
case, M0 (see Table 3.1): shock position (shock starting position from the beginning of the domain), ds; shock maximum
density, ns,max; shock maximum temperature, Ts,max; shock temperature (calculated as the density-weighted average
temperature), Ts; shock mass, ms; and shock X-ray luminosity, LX. For the calculation of Ts and ms, we only consider
the cells with T ≥ 106 in order to describe the shock X-ray emission contribution. M0-id is model M0 for the ideal case
(without thermal conduction and cooling), M0-rd is model M0 including only the radiative cooling, and M0-th is model
M0 including only the thermal conduction.

Model ds (AU) ns,max (104 cm−3) Ts,max (MK) Ts (MK) ms (10−9 M�) LX (1028 erg s−1)

M0 340 1.7 5.8 2.1 1.7 8.8
M0-id 340 0.8 4.9 1.5 3.4 35.3
M0-rd 340 1.7 5.0 2.1 1.8 9.1
M0-th 340 0.8 6.8 1.5 3.3 34.8

2.3.6 Role of thermal conduction and radiative losses

We perform some additional simulations for the reference case (see Sect. 2.3.1) in order to
investigate more deeply the role of thermal conduction and radiative losses in the model. We
perform three extra simulations: M0-id, model M0 for the ideal case (without thermal conduction
and cooling); M0-rd, model M0 including only the radiative cooling; and M0-th, model M0
including only the thermal conduction. We show the main physical parameters resulting from
the different simulations performed in Table 2.3. The jet morphology and the shock position are
similar in all the cases, although other shock properties show relevant differences.

In Figure 2.12 we compare the emission measure distribution vs. temperature, EM(T ), for
the different models. The upper panel in the figure highlights the effect of radiative losses on the
structure of the shock diamond by comparing models M0-id and M0-rd: the effects of cooling
determine a decrease in EM at T > 106 K and an increase in EM at lower temperatures. This is
due to the gradual cooling of the plasma in the shock diamond. The middle panel in Fig. 2.12
shows the effect of the thermal conduction by comparing models M0-id and M0-th. In this case we
note that the thermal conduction has a marginal effect in shaping the EM(T ) distribution, slightly
increasing the EM of plasma with T > 105 K and decreasing the EM at T < 105 K. In Figure 2.13
we compare the profiles for density, temperature, and velocity for models M0-id and M0-th. The
thermal conduction leads to higher values of temperature in the post-shock region, although the
pre-shock temperature is the same in both cases (see center panel in Fig. 2.13). This difference
is also reflected in the velocity profiles which show lower values for model M0-th at the shock,
even with negative values (see right panel in Fig. 2.13), forming a vortex shape velocity field. By
comparing models including the radiative losses, namely runs M0 and M0-rd (see upper and lower
panels in Fig. 2.12), we find that the corresponding EM(T ) distributions show similar shapes, thus
demonstrating that the structure of the jet is largely dominated by the radiative cooling. The main
differences between the two appear for high temperatures (> 106 K), corresponding to the shock
diamond area where the thermal conduction is more efficient and has some effect.

For the different models, we obtain slightly different values for the temperature and density
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in the shock diamond (see Table 2.3), and we find that the corresponding synthetic luminosities
are lower (∼ 1029 erg s−1) for models with radiative cooling (M0 and M0-rd). The models
not considering radiative cooling (M0-id and M0-th) show more extended X-ray sources (see
Figure 2.14) and higher luminosities (∼ 3 · 1029 erg s−1).
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Figure 2.14: Spatial distribution of the X-ray emission after ≈ 50 years of evolution. Different models are compared: M0-rd
(the model with radiative cooling) right half-panel on the left, M0-th (the model with thermal conduction) right half-panel
in the middle, and M0 (the reference case) right half-panel on the right. The X-ray distribution for the model M0-id is
shown in each left half-panel.
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2.4 Discussion and conclusions

The analysis of the observations of HH154 in three different epochs with Chandra (Bally
et al. 2003; Favata et al. 2006; Schneider et al. 2011; Bonito et al. 2011) revealed a faint and
elongated X-ray source at approximately 150 AU from the protostar that appeared to be quasi-
stationary over a time base of ∼ 8 yr without appreciable proper motion and variability of X-ray
luminosity and temperature. Also, the best-studied bright, central X-ray jet of DG Tau seemed
to be stationary on timescales of several years on spatial scales of about 30 AU from the central
star (Schneider & Schmitt 2008). One of the viable models proposed by Bonito et al. (2011) on
the basis of hydrodynamic modelling explained the observations of HH154 describing a shock
diamond formed at the opening of a nozzle and producing a X-ray stationary source. They propose
a magnetic nozzle as the origin of the shock and they derive a magnetic field strength B ≈ 5 mG in
the magnetic nozzle at the base of the jet.

Following the above line of research, we propose here a new MHD model which describes the
propagation of a jet through a magnetic nozzle which rams at supersonic speed into an initially
isothermal and homogeneous magnetized medium. Our MHD model takes into account, for the
first time, the relevant physical effects, including the radiative losses from optically thin plasma
and the magnetic field oriented thermal conduction.

We investigated how the magnetic nozzle contributes to the jet collimation and, possibly, to the
formation of a shock diamond at the exit of the nozzle. To this end, we performed an extensive
exploration of the parameter space that describes the model. These results allowed us to study
and diagnose the properties of protostellar jets over a broad range of physical conditions and to
determine the physical properties of the shocked plasma. The different parameters considered are
shown in Table 3.1.

We found that a minimum magnetic field (∼ 1 − 2 mG) is necessary to collimate the plasma
and form a train of shock diamonds. We selected a magnetic field strength of 5 mG as the reference
case. For lower values of magnetic field strength, we found that the shock forms at larger distances
from the driving star and the beam radius is wider than those usually observed. We found that the
stronger the magnetic field is and the lower the flow velocity is, the closer the shock forms to the
base of the jet. The summary of results shown in Table 2.2 could be very useful in some cases to
constrain part of the main physical parameters of protostellar jets from those already known.

We derived the physical parameters of a protostellar jet that can give rise to stationary X-ray
sources at the base of the jet consistent with observations of HH objects. We found that in most of
the cases explored, quasi-stationary X-ray emission originates from the first shock diamond close to
the base of the jet. We obtained shock temperatures of ∼ 1− 5 · 106 K, in excellent agreement with
the X-ray results of Favata et al. (2002) and Bally et al. (2003). X-ray emission from several HH
objects was detected with both the XMM-Newton and Chandra satellites: HH2 (Pravdo et al. 2001)
and HH248 (López-Santiago et al. 2015) in Orion, HH154 in Taurus (Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al.
2003), HH168 in Cepheus A (Pravdo & Tsuboi 2005), and HH80 in Sagittarius (López-Santiago
et al. 2013). They showed luminosities of LX ≈ 1029 − 1030 erg s−1. Other well-studied cases,
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such as Taurus jets of L1551 IRS-5, DG Tau, and RY Tau, showed luminous (LX ≈ 1028 − 1029

erg s−1) X-ray sources at distances corresponding to 30-140 AU from the driving star (Favata
et al. 2002; Bally et al. 2003; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011; Skinner et al. 2011). The
parameters used in our model and the luminosity values synthesized from the model results are in
good agreement with those observed. Our reference case predicts a luminosity LX ≈ 1029 erg s−1,
which is in good agreement with observed values. The cases with higher observed luminosities,
like HH154, are in good agreement with models M9-M11 (with lower velocities) and M6-M8
(with magnetic field twisting). We obtain the highest luminosity in model M8, the model with the
highest jet rotational velocity.

In addition, we investigated the effect of jet rotation on the structure of shock diamonds.
Several detections of gradients in the radial velocity profile across jets from T Tauri stars have been
reported (Bacciotti et al. 2002; Coffey et al. 2004, 2007; Woitas et al. 2005). These velocity shifts
might be interpreted as signatures of jet rotation about its symmetry axis. For example, Bacciotti
et al. (2002) derives toroidal velocities of the emitting regions between 6 and 15 km s−1, depending
on position. Woitas et al. (2005) gives higher toroidal velocities in the range 5-30 km s−1. They
interpret these velocity asymmetries as rotation signatures in the region where the jet has been
collimated but has not yet manifestly interacted with the environment. Considering our model,
this region corresponds to the bottom part of the velocity maps in Fig. 2.11 with values 5 − 30 km
s−1 for model M6, 6 − 40 km s−1 for model M7, and 7 − 50 km s−1 for model M8. Alternative
interpretations include asymmetric shocking and/or jet precession (e.g. Soker 2005; Cerqueira et al.
2006; Correia et al. 2009).

We derived the angular momentum loss rate at the base of the jet for the three models, M6,
M7, and M8 as J̇j,ω =

∫
ρj3j3ϕr dA, where ρj and 3j are the mass density and jet velocity, 3ϕ is the

rotational velocity, r is the radius, and dA is the cross-sectional area of the incoming jet plasma.
The values obtained range between 1.63 · 10−5 M� yr−1 AU km s−1 for model M6 and 3.25 · 10−5

M� yr−1 AU km s−1 for model M8. These values refer to the flux carried away by the jet and they
are in good agreement with that estimated by Bacciotti et al. (2002), namely, 3.8 · 10−5 M� yr−1

AU km s−1. Thus, our model could be a useful tool for the investigation of the still debated rotation
of the jets.

We also explored the role of thermal conduction and radiative losses in determining the
structure of the shock diamonds by performing some extra simulations calculated with these
physical processes turned “on” or “off”. We found that the radiative losses dominate the evolution
of the shocked plasma in the diamonds. The main effect is to decrease the EM of plasma with
temperature larger than 106 K, thus reducing its X-ray luminosity. Thermal conduction plays a
minor role, slightly contrasting the cooling of hot plasma due to radiative losses.

The comparison between our model results and the observational findings show that the model
reproduces most of the physical properties observed in the X-ray emission of protostellar jets
(temperature, emission measure, X-ray luminosity, etc.). Thus we show the feasibility of the
physical principle on which our model is based: a supersonic protostellar jet leads to X-ray
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emission from a stationary shock diamond, formed after the jet is collimated by the magnetic field,
consistent with the observations of several HH objects. We conclude that our model provides a
simple and natural explanation for the origin of stationary X-ray sources at the base of protostellar
jets. Therefore, the comparison of our MHD model results with the X-ray observations could
provide a fundamental tool for investigating the role of the magnetic field on the protostellar jet
dynamics and X-ray emission.
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Context. Several observations of stellar jets show evidence of X-ray emitting shocks close to the launching

site. In some cases, including young stellar objects (YSOs) at different stages of evolution, the shocked

features appear to be stationary. We study two cases, both located in the Taurus star-forming region. HH 154,

the jet originating from the embedded binary Class 0/I protostar IRS 5, and the jet associated with DG Tau, a

more evolved Class II disk-bearing source or Classical T Tauri star (CTTS).

Aims. We investigate the effect of perturbations in X-ray emitting stationary shocks in stellar jets and the

stability and detectability in X-rays of these shocks, and we explore the differences in jets from Class 0 to

Class II sources.

Methods. We performed a set of 2.5D magnetohydrodynamic numerical simulations that model supersonic

jets ramming into a magnetized medium. The jet is formed of two components: a continuously driven

component that forms a quasi-stationary shock at the base of the jet and a pulsed component consisting of

blobs perturbing the shock. We explored different parameters for the two components. We studied two cases:

HH 154, a light jet (less dense than the ambient medium), and a heavy jet (denser than the ambient medium)

associated with DG Tau. We synthesized the count rate from the simulations and compared these data with

available Chandra observations.

Results. Our model is able to reproduce the observed jet properties at different evolutionary phases (in

particular, for HH 154 and DG Tau) and can explain the formation of X-ray emitting quasi-stationary shocks

observed at the base of jets in a natural way. The jet is collimated by the magnetic field forming a quasi-

stationary shock at the base which emits in X-rays even when perturbations formed by a train of blobs are

present. We found similar collimation mechanisms dominating in both heavy and light jets.

Conclusions. We derived the pysical parameters that can give rise to X-ray emission consistent with

observations of HH 154 and DG Tau. We have also performed a wide exploration of the parameter space

characterizing the model; this can be a useful tool to study and diagnose the physical properties of YSO jets

over a broad range of physical conditions, from embedded to disk-bearing sources. We show that luminosity

does not change significantly in variable jet models for the range of parameters explored. Finally, we provide

an estimation of the maximum perturbations that can be present in HH 154 and DG Tau taking into account

the available X-ray observations.
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3.1 Introduction

Young stellar objects (YSOs) are stars at the early stages of their evolution which are character-
ized by the amount of circumstellar material and its interaction with the forming star. The principal
phases of YSO evolution comprises protostars, Classical T Tauri (CTT) stars, and weak-lined
T Tauri (WTT) stars. The evolutionary phase is generally classified by their infrared-millimetre
spectral energy distributions from Class 0 to Class III objects (see Lada 1987; Andre & Montmerle
1994). Class 0 sources are young infalling protostars with massive, cold, and large extent envelopes
that collapse toward the central regions. Class I sources are more evolved protostars, but they are
still surrounded by an optically thick envelope. Subsequently, when the surrounding envelope
disperses, accreted onto the disk or star, or dispersed by the outflow, we refer to them as Class II
objects. In this phase the star is optically visible as a CTT star which possess an extensive disk,
and most of its complex phenomenology can be modelled as a star interacting with a circumstellar
accretion disk (Stone & Norman 1994; Stone et al. 1996; Romanova et al. 2011; Orlando et al.
2011; Zanni & Ferreira 2013). Finally, when only the star with little or no accretion disk is left, we
classify it as Class III source or WTT star. For a complete description of the various protostellar
and stellar phases, see Feigelson & Montmerle (1999).

A variety of mass ejection phenomena occur during these first stages of star evolution that are
closely connected to the accretion process (for an overview, see Frank et al. 2014). Jets are always
present during the accretion process, and they are believed to carry away angular momentum
(Bacciotti et al. 2002; Coffey et al. 2007) allowing the material in the outer disk to be transported
to the inner disk and continue accreting towards the central object. The strong correlation between
ejection and accretion found in pre-main sequence stars (Cabrit et al. 1990; Hartigan et al. 1995)
suggests that time variability in the accreting disk produces variability in the associated jet. Models
suggest that jets are launched and collimated by a symbiosis of accretion, rotation, and magnetic
mechanisms (for a review, see Pudritz et al. 2007). In light of the accretion-powered extended disk
wind model (initially proposed by Pudritz & Norman 1983, 1986) outflows are driven magneto-
centrifugally from the inner portion of accretion disks and dense plasma from the disk is collimated
into jets (Ferreira et al. 2006).

The general consensus is that magnetic fields play a crucial role in launching, collimating
and stabilizing the plasma of jets in young stellar objects. This idea was investigated both by
measurements of multiple observational data (see Cabrit 2007 for a review) and by extensive
numerical simulations. It has been revealed that magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) self-collimation
and acceleration is most likely required at all stages of star formation (Cabrit et al. 2007), appearing
as the most effective mechanism able to reproduce the observed jet properties at all evolutionary
phases (Cabrit 2007). Recently, Ustamujic et al. (2016) have found that the magnetic field plays a
major role in collimating the plasma at the base of the jet and in producing there a stationary X-ray
emitting shock. This idea was also corroborated by scaled laboratory experiments (see Ciardi et al.
2009; Albertazzi et al. 2014).

Usually jets are detected by their interaction with the surrounding medium forming the so-
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called Herbig–Haro (HH) objects, which have been observed in a wide range of evolutionary
stages (from Class 0 to Class II) and in different wavelength bands (see the review of Reipurth &
Bally 2001). The knotty structure observed along the jet axis is interpreted as the consequence of
the pulsing nature of the ejection of material by the star (e.g. Raga et al. 1990, 2007; de Colle &
Raga 2006; Bonito et al. 2010a,b; and references therein). The variable ejection jet model has been
successfully applied to several HH objects, reproducing well the observed structures: HH 34 (Raga
& Noriega-Crespo 1998), DG Tau (Raga et al. 2001), HH 111 (Masciadri et al. 2002), HH 32
(Raga et al. 2004), HH 154 (Bonito et al. 2010b), and HH 444 (Raga et al. 2010).

X-ray observations showed evidence of faint X-ray emitting sources forming within the jet (e.g.
Pravdo et al. 2001; Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al. 2003; Pravdo et al. 2004; Tsujimoto et al. 2004;
Güdel et al. 2005; Stelzer et al. 2009). These observations were investigated through HD models
which show that they are consistent with the production of strong shocks that heat the plasma up to
temperatures of a few million degrees emitting in X-rays (Bonito et al. 2007, 2010a,b). Moreover,
in the two best studied X-ray jets (HH 154, Favata et al. 2006; DG Tau, Güdel et al. 2005), both
located in the Taurus molecular complex at distance of ≈ 140 pc, the shocked features appeared
to be stationary and located close to the base of the jet. In HH 154 the jet originates from the
deeply embedded binary Class 0/I protostar IRS 5 in the L1551 star-forming region (Rodríguez
et al. 1998). Instead, in DG Tau the jet originates from a more evolved Class II disk-bearing source
(CTTS) (see Eislöffel & Mundt 1998 for a detailed description).

In our previous study, we investigated the formation of X-ray emitting stationary shocks
in magnetized protostellar jets through 2.5D MHD simulations (Ustamujic et al. 2016). We
showed that a continuously driven stellar jet forms a stationary X-ray emitting shock at the
base with physical parameters in good agreement with observations. According to the YSO jets
phenomenology described in this section, we do not expect a continuous flow propagating but
rather a variable perturbed plasma (see Stelzer 2015, 2017 for a brief description of the variability
observed at YSOs). Here we investigate the effect of perturbations in the X-ray emitting stationary
shocks formed at the base of stellar jets described in Ustamujic et al. (2016). We propose a MHD
model composed of two components: a continously driven component that forms a stationary
shock at the base of the jet (see Ustamujic et al. 2016) and a pulsed component formed from blobs
that are variable in density, velocity, and radius. We apply our model to the X-ray jets of HH 154
and DG Tau, and we compare the results with observations via the count rate synthesized from
the simulations. The distinct stage of evolution of the two objects selected (HH 154 and DG Tau)
allows us to explore the possible various mechanisms present at different stages of evolution in
YSOs. These studies are important to better understand the evolution of YSOs and the structure
of HH objects, and may give some insight into the still debated jet collimation and acceleration
mechanisms.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the MHD model and
the numerical setup and parameters. The results of our numerical simulations for the two cases
described are reported in Sect. 3. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented in Sect. 4.
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3.2 MHD model

The model describes the propagation of a stellar jet through an initially isothermal and homo-
geneous magnetized medium. We assume that the fluid is fully ionized and that it can be regarded
as a perfect gas with a ratio of specific heats γ = 5/3.1

The system is described by the time-dependent MHD equations extended with radiative losses
from optically thin plasma. We neglect the effect of thermal conduction as it has been shown in
Ustamujic et al. (2016) that the evolution of the post-shock plasma is dominated by the radiative
cooling, whereas the thermal conduction slightly affects the structure of the shock. The time-
dependent MHD equations written in non-dimensional conservative form are

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3.1)

∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuu − BB) + ∇Pt = 0, (3.2)

∂(ρE)
∂t

+ ∇ · [u(ρE + Pt) − B(uB)] = −nenHΛ(T ), (3.3)

∂B
∂t

+ ∇ · (uB − Bu) = 0, (3.4)

where

Pt = P +
B2

2
, E = ε +

1
2

u2 +
1
2

B2

ρ
(3.5)

are respectively the total pressure and the total gas energy per unit mass (internal energy ε, kinetic
energy, and magnetic energy per unit mass), t is the time, ρ = µmHnH is the mass density, µ = 1.29
is the mean atomic mass (assuming solar abundances; Anders & Grevesse 1989), mH is the mass
of the hydrogen atom, nH is the hydrogen number density, u is the gas velocity, B is the magnetic
field, T is the temperature, and Λ(T ) represents the optically thin radiative losses per unit emission
measure derived with the PINTofALE spectral code (Kashyap & Drake 2000) and with the APED
V1.3 atomic line database (Smith et al. 2001), assuming solar metal abundances as before (as
deduced from X-ray observations of CTTSs; Telleschi et al. 2007). We use the ideal gas law,
P = (γ − 1)ρε.

The calculations were performed using PLUTO (Mignone et al. 2007), a modular Godunov-
type code for astrophysical plasmas. The code provides a multiphysics, multialgorithm modular
environment particularly oriented towards the treatment of astrophysical flows in the presence of
discontinuities, as in our case. The code was designed to make efficient use of massive parallel
computers using the message-passing interface (MPI) library for interprocessor communications.
The MHD equations are solved using the MHD module available in PLUTO, configured to compute
intercell fluxes with the Harten-Lax-Van Leer Discontinuities (HLLD) approximate Riemann solver,

1We verified the assumptions used in this paper as described in Bonito et al. (2007).
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while second order in time is achieved using a Runge–Kutta scheme. The evolution of the magnetic
field is carried out adopting the constrained transport approach (Balsara & Spicer 1999) that
maintains the solenoidal condition (∇ · B = 0) at machine accuracy. PLUTO includes optically thin
radiative losses in a fractional step formalism (Mignone et al. 2007), which preserves the second
time accuracy, as the advection and source steps are at least second-order accurate; the radiative
losses (Λ values) are computed at the temperature of interest using a table lookup/interpolation
method.

3.2.1 Numerical setup

We adopt a 2.5D cylindrical (r, z) coordinate system, assuming axisymmetry. We consider
the jet axis coincident with the z-axis. The computational grid size ranges from ≈ 200 AU to
≈ 600 AU in the r direction and from ≈ 1200 AU to ≈ 1600 AU in the z direction, depending on
the model parameters. We follow the evolution of the system for at least 90–100 years. These
dimensions and times are comparable with those of the observations and are chosen so that we are
able to follow the formation and evolution of the shock diamond formed at the base of the jet.

We consider two different sets of parameters for our numerical setup corresponding to the two
different cases studied: (1) the light jet scenario (a jet initially less dense than the ambient medium)
representing the case of HH 154 (Bonito et al. 2004, 2008), and denoted by the letters ‘LJ’; (2)
the heavy jet scenario (a jet initially denser than the ambient medium) representing the case of
the jet associated with DG Tau (Güdel et al. 2005, 2008), and denoted by the letters ‘HJ’. More
specifically, the HH 154 case is well described by the LJ scenario because the jet originates from a
deeply embedded binary Class 0/I protostar (Bonito et al. 2004, 2008 demonstrated that only the
scenario of a light jet can reproduce the HH 154 jet observations), while the DG Tau case comes
from a more evolved Class II source, typically described by the HJ scenario (Güdel et al. 2005,
2008).

We define an initially isothermal and homogeneous magnetized static medium. The initial
temperature and density of the ambient are respectively fixed to Ta = 10 K and na = 5000 cm−3

in the LJ case. For the HJ case the values are Ta = 100 K and na = 100 cm−3. These values are
selected in order to find a jet-to-ambient density ratio, ρj/ρa, of ∼ 0.1 in the LJ scenario, and ∼ 10
in the HJ case. We define a jet, injected into the domain at z = 0, embedded in an initially axial (z)
and uniform magnetic field of strength Bz = 4 mG. This value for the magnetic field strength was
chosen according to the values investigated in Ustamujic et al. (2016). It is also consistent with that
estimated by Bonito et al. (2011) at the exit of a magnetic nozzle close to the base of the jet, namely
B = 5 mG, and by Schneider et al. (2011), who find B ≈ 6 mG. Bally et al. (2003) inferred values
around B = 1 − 4 mG in the context of shocks associated with jet collimation dominated by static
magnetic pressure. An external magnetic field has to be defined; previous works revealed that the
ambient pressure alone is not sufficient to confine the jets and that MHD self-collimation is most
likely required (Cabrit et al. 2007; Bonito et al. 2011; Ustamujic et al. 2016). In some simulations
we consider the plasma of the jet characterized by an angular velocity corresponding to maximum
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linear rotational velocity of 3ϕ,max = 150 km s−1 at the lower boundary. In these cases a toroidal
magnetic field component arises and the magnetic field lines are twisted obtaining a helical shaped
field (see Fig. 7 in Ustamujic et al. 2016). With increasing 3ϕ,max the shock diamond is a brighter
X-ray source with higher X-ray luminosity (see Ustamujic et al. 2016 for more details).

The jet velocity and density are defined at the z-lower boundary in order to have a mass
ejection rate of ≈ 10−8 M� yr−1. The jet is formed of two components: a continuously driven
component that forms a stationary shock at the base of the jet (see Ustamujic et al. 2016), and
a pulsed component starting after the stationary shock is formed in order to study the effect of
perturbations in the stationarity of the shock. For the pulsed component, we follow Bonito et al.
(2010b) and assume that it consists of a train of blobs characterized by a density contrast and/or a
velocity contrast with respect to the continuous driven component. The blobs represent variations
in the mass ejection rate that can be due to changes in the physical conditions of the jet launching
site. As largely debated in the literature, the dynamic and energetic phenomena resulting from the
star-disk interaction are expected to produce variations in the physical parameters of the jet. The
pulsed component is introduced after the jet reaches a quasi-stationary condition, namely 70 years
in case (A) and 40 years in case (B). We follow the evolution of the pulsed jet for approximately
50 years. Following Bonito et al. (2010b), we define a blob every 2 years with a duration of 0.5 yr.
The initial radius and velocity of the jet’s continuous component are 30 AU and 3j = 500 km s−1,
respectively, in all the cases, while different values are explored for the radius and velocities of the
pulsed component (see Sect. 3.2.2 and Table 3.1). In all the cases we use steepness profiles for the
shear layer, adjusted to achieve a smooth transition of the kinetic energy at the interface between
the jet and the ambient medium and to avoid possible numerical artifacts that may develop there
(Bonito et al. 2007). The jet velocity at the lower boundary is oriented along the z-axis for both
components coincident with the jet axis, and has a radial profile of the form

V(r) =
V0

ν cosh(r/rj)ω − (ν − 1)
, (3.6)

where V0 is the on-axis velocity, ν is the ambient-to-jet density ratio, rj is the initial jet radius, and
ω = 4 is the steepness parameter for the shear layer, adjusted to achieve a smooth transition of the
kinetic energy at the interface between the jet and the ambient medium (Bonito et al. 2007). The
density variation in the radial direction is given by

ρ(r) = ρj

(
ν −

ν − 1
cosh(r/rj)ω

)
, (3.7)

where ρ j is the jet density (Bodo et al. 1994).
The mesh is uniformly spaced along the two directions, giving a spatial resolution of 1 AU in

the light jet scenario and 0.5 in the heavy jet scenario (corresponding to 30 and 60 cells across the
initial jet diameter, respectively). We performed a convergence test to find the spatial resolution
needed to model the physics involved and to resolve the X-ray emitting features. The test consisted
in considering the setup for a reference case and performing few simulations with increasing
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spatial resolution. We found that by increasing the resolution adopted in our study by a factor of 2
the results change by no more than 1%. The domain was chosen according to the physical scales
of typical jets from young stars. The adopted resolution is higher than that achieved by current
instruments used for the observations of jets, as HST in the optical band and Chandra in X-rays.
In comparison, the Chandra resolution corresponds to ∼ 60 AU at the distance of HH 154 and
DG Tau in Taurus (∼ 140 pc).

Axisymmetric boundary conditions are imposed along the jet axis (at the left boundary for
r = 0) in all the cases. At the lower boundary (i.e. z = 0), inflow boundary conditions (according
to the jet parameters given in Section 3.2.2) are imposed for r ≤ rj (where rj is the jet radius at the
lower boundary); for r ≥ rj we imposed boundary conditions fixed to the ambient values prescribed
at the initial conditions (see the beginning of this section). Finally, outflow boundary conditions
are assumed elsewhere.

3.2.2 Parameters

Our model solutions depend upon a number of physical parameters such as the jet temperature,
density, velocity (including a possible rotational velocity 3ϕ), and radius. In all the cases explored,
we defined a jet density, velocity, and radius in order to preserve a mass ejection rate of the order
of 10−8 M� yr−1. Typical outflow rates are found to be between 10−7 and 10−9 M� yr−1 for jets
from low-mass CTTSs (Cabrit et al. 2007; Podio et al. 2011). We calculate the mass loss rate as
Ṁj =

∫
ρj3j dA, where ρj and 3j are the mass density and jet velocity, respectively, and dA is the

cross-sectional area of the incoming jet plasma.
The jet temperature at the lower boundary is assumed to be Tj = 1 − 3 · 106 K in order to

obtain, as a result of the jet expansion, values of ≈ 104 − 105 K before the formation of the shock
diamond2, in agreement with the observational evidence that jets emit mainly in the optical/UV
band3. The values used for the model are in good agreement with the observations (Fridlund et al.
1998; Favata et al. 2002; Güdel et al. 2008). The particle number density of the jet continuous
component, nj, is in the range 1 − 3 · 104 cm−3 at the lower boundary. When the jet is injected into
the domain the plasma expands and then is collimated by the magnetic field. During this process
the density decreases, leading to pre-shock densities of the order of 102 − 103 cm−3, consistent
with the values inferred by Bally et al. (2003). The exploration of the parameter space mainly
focuses on the density, velocity, and radius of the blobs composing the pulsed jet, which are defined
as functions of the jet’s continuous component. For the initial blob-to-jet particle number density
ratio, χb = nb/nj, we explore values of 1.5, 3, and 10. The blob velocity (also defined at the lower
boundary) is the same as that of the continuous component in most cases, namely 3b = 500 km s−1,
and takes a random velocity with a value between 300 and 700 km s−1 in the rest of models (see
Table 3.1). The initial blob-to-jet radius ratio, Rb = rb/rj, is 1 or 1/3 depending on the case.

We summarize the parameters of the different models explored in Table 3.1. We show the most

2See Fig. 3 in Ustamujic et al. (2016).
3See Bonito et al. (2008) and Fig. 4 in Bonito et al. (2010b).
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Table 3.1: Summary of the initial physical parameters characterizing the different models: jet temperature at the lower
boundary, Tj; jet density at the lower boundary (continuous component), nj; initial blob-to-jet particle number density
ratio (pulsed component), χb = nb/nj; blob velocity at the lower boundary (pulsed component), 3b; initial blob-to-jet
radius ratio (pulsed component), Rb = rb/rj; a parameter, ROT, that indicates if there is rotation in the jet (‘yes’) or not
(‘no’); and the mass loss rate calculated at the lower boundary, Ṁj. The initial temperature, density, and pressure of the
ambient are Ta = 10 K, na = 5000 cm−3, and pa ≈ 1.4 · 10−11 dyne cm−2, respectively, in the LJ models; and Ta = 100 K,
na = 100 cm−3, and pa ≈ 2.8 · 10−12 dyne cm−2 in the HJ models. The rest of the parameters are constant and equal for all
the models: ambient magnetic field, Bz = 4 mG; jet velocity at the lower boundary, 3j = 500 km s−1.

Model Tj (106 K) nj (104 cm−3) χb 3b (km s−1) Rb ROT Ṁj (10−8M�yr−1)

Light jet
LJ1 3 1 3 300-700 c 1 no 1.3 − 5.4
LJ2 3 1 1.5 300-700 c 1 no 1.3 − 2.7
LJ3 3 1 3 500 1 no 1.3 − 3.9
LJ4 3 1 3 500 1/3 no 1.3 − 1.6
LJ5_ref a b 3 1 3 500 1 yes 1.4 − 4.0
LJ6 3 1 1.5 500 1 no 1.3 − 2.0
LJ7 3 1 1.5 500 1/3 no 1.3 − 1.4
LJ8 3 1 10 500 1 no 1.3 − 12.8
LJ9 3 2 1.5 500 1 no 2.6 − 3.9
LJ10 2 3 1.5 500 1 no 3.9 − 5.8

Heavy jet
HJ1 1 1 3 300-700 c 1 no 1.3 − 5.3
HJ2 b 1 1 1.5 300-700 c 1 yes 1.3 − 2.7
HJ3_ref a b 1 1 1.5 300-700 c 1/3 yes 1.3 − 1.5
HJ4 1 1 3 500 1 no 1.3 − 3.8
HJ5 1 1 3 500 1/3 no 1.3 − 1.6
HJ6 b 1 1 3 500 1 yes 1.3 − 3.9
HJ7 1 1 1.5 500 1 no 1.3 − 1.9
HJ8 1 1 1.5 500 1/3 no 1.3 − 1.4
HJ9 1.5 1 1.5 500 1 no 1.3 − 1.9
HJ10 2 1 1.5 500 1 no 1.3 − 1.9
HJ11 1.5 1 3 500 1 no 1.3 − 3.8
HJ12 2 1 3 500 1 no 1.3 − 3.8

Notes. The top panel shows the models for the light jet, a jet less dense than the ambient medium. The bottom
panel displays the models for the heavy jet, a jet denser than the ambient medium.
(a) Reference case.
(b) Jet characterized by an angular velocity corresponding to a maximum linear rotational velocity of
3ϕ,max = 150 km s−1 at the lower boundary.
(c) Random velocity with values between 300 and 700 km s−1.
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relevant cases, in particular those where X-ray emission is produced.4

3.2.3 Synthesis of X-ray emission

We synthesize the 2D spatial distribution of count rate from the simulations as follows. First
we derive the 2D distributions of temperature and density by integrating the MHD equations in the
whole spatial domain. Then we reconstruct the 3D spatial distributions of these physical quantities
by rotating the 2D slabs around the symmetry axis z. For each cell of the 3D domain, we derive the
emission measure defined as EM =

∫
nenHdV (where ne and nH are the electron and hydrogen

densities, respectively, and V is the volume of emitting plasma). From the 3D spatial distributions
of temperature and emission measure reconstructed from the 2.5D simulations, we calculate
the count rate in the corresponding X-ray band filtering the emission through Chandra/ACIS
instrumental response. For the light jet scenario we consider an interstellar column density of
NH = 1.2 · 1022 cm−2, the best fit value determined by Bonito et al. (2011) for HH 154, while for
the heavy jet scenario we assume a value of NH = 1.5 · 1021 cm−2, in good agreement with values
determined by Güdel et al. (2005, 2008, 2011) for DG Tau. We also include Poisson fluctuations to
mimic the photon count statistics. The assumed exposure time is texp = 100 ks. Then we derive the
2D distribution of the count rate by integrating along the line of sight (assumed to be perpendicular
to the jet axis). Finally, in order to compare the images directly with the observations of HH 154
and DG Tau, we degrade the spatial resolution of the maps derived from the simulations to 60 AU
(Chandra resolution at 140 pc).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Light jet: the case of HH 154

Most of the models explored in the light jet scenario reproduce the case of HH 154 well. In
Figure 3.1 we summarize the results of the count rate calculated for the different models described
in Table 3.1. For every model we derive the count rate in the [0.3–4] keV band during the evolution
(one value per year) as described in Section 3.2.3, and then we calculate the median and the 15th
and 85th percentiles of all the values. The median gives us a reference value for every model
while the percentiles are associated with the lower and upper variations in every case. We indicate
with dashed lines the interval containing the X-ray count rate values (considering errors) derived
from observations by Bonito et al. (2011), namely 0.76 ± 0.10, 0.65 ± 0.08, and 0.89 ± 0.12 counts
ks−1. This representation allows us to compare the different models between them and with the
values observed. The models that best fit the HH 154 observations are LJ5, LJ8, and LJ10 (see
Figure 3.1). We assume LJ5 (marked with an orange circle in Fig. 3.1) as our reference case and
we describe it in detail in the next section.

4See Ustamujic et al. (2016) for more details about the formation of X-ray emitting shocks at magnetized protostellar
jets.
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Figure 3.1: X-ray count rate in
the [0.3–4] keV band of light
jet models, named in the hori-
zontal axis as described in Ta-
ble 3.1. In the vertical axis we
plot the median count rate in
every case (represented with
a diamond). The lower and
upper error bars indicate the
15th and 85th percentile, re-
spectively. The dashed lines in-
dicate the interval of the count
rate observed for HH 154. The
orange circle indicates the ref-
erence case. The shadowed
part corresponds to the scale
of Fig. 3.6, which summarizes
the heavy jet models described
in the next subsection.

∗ Reference case

In Figure 3.2 we present the 2D spatial distributions of temperature, density, and count rate of
model LJ5 (see Table 3.1) in three different moments. The complete temporal evolution is available
as an online movie (Movie 1). The animation starts when the pulsed component is introduced,
formed from a train of blobs with a blob-to-jet particle number density ratio χb = 3 (see Table 3.1),
and covers the evolution of the pulsed jet for approximately 50 years. The upper panels in Fig. 3.2
show 2D maps of temperature (left half-panels) and density (right half-panels), both in logarithmic
scale. The lower panels show the 2D spatial distribution of X-ray count rate in the [0.3–4] keV
band with resolution of 0.5′′(Chandra native resolution), derived from the simulations as described
in Section 3.2.3.

The left panels in Figure 3.2 show the stationary shock when the first blob is arriving at
t ≈ 72 yr, for model LJ5. The shock forms when the flow expands and is collimated by the ambient
magnetic field heating the plasma to temperatures of a few million degrees (see Ustamujic et al.
2016 for a detailed description). The plasma density and temperature reach respective maximum
values of ∼ 6 · 103 cm−3 and ∼ 7 · 106 K at the shock. The shock temperature, calculated as the
density-weighted average temperature considering only the cells with T ≥ 106, is ∼ 3 · 106 K. The
pre-shock density is ∼ 500 cm−3, one order of magnitude lower than the ambient medium density,
namely ∼ 5000 cm−3. The count rate map in the [0.3–4] keV band, calculated as described in
Section 3.2.3, shows that the X-ray emission comes mainly from the shock diamond (see lower
left panel in Fig. 3.2). The X-ray total shock luminosity, LX, derived in the [0.3–4] keV band is
∼ 5 · 1029 erg s−1. In Figure 3.3 (upper panel) we plot the pressure profiles along the jet axis at
t ≈ 72 yr. Close to the jet axis the model evolution is dominated by the jet plasma pressure (P,
represented in green) over the magnetic pressure (Pm, represented in blue), where the plasma β
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Figure 3.2: Model LJ5 at different evolution times: t ≈ 72 yr (left panels), t ≈ 74 yr (middle panels), and t ≈ 100 yr
(right panels). Upper panels: Two-dimensional maps of temperature (left half-panels), and density (right half-panels)
distributions. Lower panels: Maps of X-ray count rate in the [0.3–4] keV band with macropixel resolution of 0.5′′.
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Figure 3.3: Pressure profiles at r = 0 for model LJ5 at t ≈ 72 yr (upper panel), t ≈ 74 yr (middle panel), and t ≈ 100 yr
(lower panel). We plot ram pressure in black, magnetic pressure in blue, thermal pressure in green, and dynamic pressure in
red.

(defined as the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure) is higher than 1 (β > 1). In
black, we plot the ram pressure defined as Pr = ρ · u2, where ρ and u are the density and velocity,
respectively. Finally, we represent in red the dynamic pressure, H = P + Pr, almost constant
along the profile due to the stability and quasi-stationarity of the model. The central panels in
Figure 3.2 show the jet at t ≈ 74 yr, when the first blob has just passed through the shock and the
second one is arriving. The shocked plasma density and temperature maintain mostly the same
values as before: maximum values of ∼ 6 · 103 cm−3 and ∼ 7 · 106 K, and a density-weighted
average temperature of ∼ 3 · 106 K. The X-ray source is perturbed and moved by the blob (see
lower middle panel in Fig. 3.2). The X-ray total shock luminosity, LX, derived in the [0.3–4] keV
band is ∼ 6 · 1029 erg s−1. In Figure 3.3 (middle panel) we observe the perturbation effect in the
pressure profiles along the jet axis at t ≈ 74 yr, when the blob has just passed, affecting the shock
stability slightly. The right panels in Figure 3.2 show the jet at t ≈ 100 yr, after a train of blobs
has passed through the shock. The shocked plasma maximum values for density and temperature
are ∼ 3 · 103 cm−3 and ∼ 1 · 107 K, respectively, and the density-weighted average temperature is
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∼ 3 · 106 K. The X-ray emission in the [0.3–4] keV band is enhanced by the perturbations and the
source is located at the base of the jet (see lower right panel in Fig. 3.2). The X-ray total shock
luminosity, LX, derived in the [0.3–4] keV band is ∼ 7 · 1029 erg s−1. In Figure 3.3 (lower panel)
we observe the pressure profiles along the jet axis at t ≈ 100 yr, completely perturbed by the train
of blobs.

∗ Variability

In order to investigate the stationarity of the different pulsed jet models, we study the variations
of the physical quantities (shock temperature, density of the X-ray emitting component, X-ray
luminosity, etc.) and of the spatial distribution of the count rate during the evolution of the model.
We derive the total count rate in the [0.3–4] keV band, calculated as described in Sect. 3.2.3,
and integrated in the whole domain to obtain the total value. In Figure 3.4 we show one value
of count rate with Poisson error bars per year, omitting the first five values corresponding to the
initial transient of the pulsed jet. The dashed lines correspond to the interval [0.57,1.01], which
contains the count rate values derived from observations by Bonito et al. (2011). We note that the
values derived from the model are compatible with the observations during all the evolution. The
temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of the count rate for model LJ5, as would be seen by
the Chandra/ACIS instrument, is shown in the right panel of the first movie (Movie 1). We observe
two different components emitting in X-rays during all the animation: one quasi-stationary at the
base of the jet, and another fainter in the direction of propagation of the jet. In order to understand
the trend of the X-ray emission we integrate in time and along the jet radius, omitting the frames
corresponding to the initial transient. In this way, we derive the count rate profile along the jet axis
(see Fig. 3.5). We find that most of the X-ray emission clearly comes from the source close to the
base of the jet. We also discern a fainter X-ray source further away, as observed in HH 154 by
Bonito et al. (2011).

∗ Comparison with the other models

We compare different models for the light jet scenario in order to investigate the effect of
perturbations in the stationarity of the shock. The explored parameters are listed in Table 3.1,
namely jet temperature and density; blob density, velocity and radius; the rotation; and the mass
loss rate. The jet temperature and density, and the possible rotation affect both continuous and
pulsed components and determine the physical parameters of the shock (see Ustamujic et al. 2016).
They are selected according to the observations of HH 154 (Favata et al. 2002, 2006; Bonito et al.
2011). The parameters of the blob (density, velocity, and radius) are those that determine the
strength of the perturbation. The mass loss rate is calculated as explained in Section 3.2.2 and
gives information about the intensity of the perturbations introduced through the amplitude of
its variation. The values obtained for all the models are of the order of ∼ 10−8 M�yr−1, in good
agreement with typical outflow rates found in pre-main sequence stars (Cabrit et al. 2007; Podio
et al. 2011). In our reference model (LJ5) the jet initial temperature and density are Tj = 3 · 106 K
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Figure 3.4: X-ray count rate
in the [0.3–4] keV band with
error bars for model LJ5. We
plot one point every year. The
dashed lines indicate the inter-
val of the count rate observed
for HH 154.
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and nj = 104 cm−3 respectively. In cases with higher values of jet temperature and density, namely
LJ9 and LJ10, the shock is stronger and the count rate is higher (see Fig. 3.1). In model LJ3,
with the same parameters as LJ5 but without rotation, the count rate is lower because the shock is
weaker, as was already predicted by Ustamujic et al. (2016). We do not observe a significant effect
on the stability of the shock due to the rotation. The parameters that directly affect the stationarity
of the emitting shock are those that define the blobs perturbing it. The parameters defining the blob
density, velocity, and radius in models LJ5 (reference case) and LJ3 are χb = 3, 3b = 500 km s−1,
and Rb = 1, respectively (see Table 3.1). When the blob density is lower (e.g. in LJ6, χb = 1.5),
the median count rate and the perturbations are lower, whereas for a higher blob density (e.g. in
LJ8, χb = 10), they are higher than in LJ3. When the radius is lower (e.g. LJ4 with respect to LJ3,
and LJ7 with respect to LJ6) the median count rate and the perturbations are lower. This effect is
more evident in LJ4 because the perturbation is stronger. Finally, when we compare models with
random velocity to those with constant velocity (e.g. LJ1 with respect to LJ3, and LJ2 with respect
to LJ6), we do not observe a significant change.

In summary, we can affirm that the perturbations are compatible with the available observations
of HH 154. The jet forms a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock at the base of the jet and the
perturbations arriving from the protostellar source as a train of blobs contribute to the emission
enhancing the total count rate. The variations registered in the count rate are comparable with
those observed for perturbations in the following ranges: density increase of a maximum of one
order of magnitude, velocity fluctuation of 50%, and radius with values from 1/3 to 1 jet radius
are compatible. The maximum change in the mass loss rate derived is approximately one order of
magnitude in model LJ8, for which the total count rate calculated variations are at the limit of the
values observed by Bonito et al. (2011).

3.3.2 Heavy jet: the case of the jet associated to DG Tau

Most of the models explored in the heavy jet scenario reproduce well the case of DG Tau.
In Figure 3.6 we summarize the results for the count rate for the different models descibed in
Table 3.1. For every model we derive the X-ray count rate in the [0.5-1] keV band during the
evolution (one value per year) as decribed in Section 3.2.3, and then we calculate the median and
the 15% and 85% percentiles of all the values in each case. The dashed lines indicate the interval
containing the X-ray count rate values (considering errors) derived from observations by Güdel
et al. (2005, 2008, 2011), namely 0.20 ± 0.08, 0.18 ± 0.06 and 0.11 ± 0.02 counts ks−1. As in the
light jet scenario, this representation allows us to compare the different models between them and
with the values observed. The models that best fit with the DG Tau observations are HJ3, HJ7,
HJ8 and HJ9 (see Figure 3.6). We assume HJ3 (marked with an orange circle in Fig. 3.6) as our
reference case and we describe it in detail in the next section.
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Figure 3.6: X-ray count rate in
the [0.5–1] keV band of heavy
jet models, named in the hori-
zontal axis as described in Ta-
ble 3.1. In the vertical axis we
plot the median count rate in
every case (represented with
a diamond). The lower and
upper error bars represent the
15th and 85th percentile re-
spectively. The dashed lines in-
dicate the interval of the count
rate observed for DG Tau. The
orange circle indicates the ref-
erence case.

∗ Reference case

As Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.7 presents the 2D spatial distributions of temperature, density, and count
rate for model HJ3 (see Table 3.1) in three different moments. The complete temporal evolution
is available as an online movie (Movie 2). The animation starts when the pulsed component is
introduced, formed from a train of blobs with blob-to-jet particle number density ratio χb = 1.5
(see Table 3.1), and covers the evolution of the pulsed jet for approximately 50 years.

The left panels in Figure 3.7 show the stationary shock when the first blob is arriving at
t ≈ 42 yr, for model HJ3. The stationary shock forms in the same way as described in Sect. 3.3.1
for the light jet scenario (see also Ustamujic et al. 2016). The plasma density and temperature
reach respective maximum values of ∼ 1 · 104 cm−3 and ∼ 5 · 106 K at the shock. The shock
temperature, calculated as the density-weighted average temperature considering only the cells
with T ≥ 106, is ∼ 2 · 106 K. The pre-shock density is ∼ 1000 cm−3, one order of magnitude higher
than the ambient medium density, namely ∼ 100 cm−3. The count rate map in the [0.5–1] keV
band, calculated as described in Section 3.2.3, shows that the X-ray emission comes mainly from
the shock diamond (see lower left panel in Fig. 3.7). The X-ray total shock luminosity, LX, derived
in the [0.5–1] keV band is ∼ 2 · 1029 erg s−1. In Figure 3.8 (upper panel) we plot the pressure
profiles along the jet axis at t ≈ 42 yr. As in the light jet scenario, the model evolution close to
the jet axis is dominated by the jet plasma pressure (P, represented in green) over the magnetic
pressure (Pm, represented in blue), where β > 1. In this case the plasma pressure, and thus β,
is lower compared with the case studied in the light jet scenario (see Fig. 3.3). We plot the ram
pressure Pr (black) and the dynamic pressure H (red), which is almost constant along the profile
due to the stability and quasi-stationarity of the model. The central panels in Figure 3.7 show
the jet at t ≈ 44 yr, when the first blob has just passed through the shock and the second one is
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Figure 3.7: Model HJ3 at different evolution times: t ≈ 42 yr (left panels), t ≈ 44 yr (middle panels), and t ≈ 70 yr (right
panels). Upper panels: Two-dimensional distribution maps of temperature (left half-panels) and density (right half-panels).
Lower panels: Maps of X-ray count rate in the [0.5–1] keV band with macropixel resolution of 0.5′′.
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Figure 3.8: Pressure profiles at r = 0 for model HJ3 at t ≈ 42 yr (upper panel), t ≈ 44 yr (middle panel), and t ≈ 70 yr
(lower panel). We plot ram pressure in black, magnetic pressure in blue, thermal pressure in green, and dynamic pressure in
red.

arriving. The shocked plasma density and temperature are higher after the perturbation: maximum
values of ∼ 6 · 104 cm−3 and ∼ 1 · 107 K, and density-weighted average temperature of ∼ 3 · 106 K.
The X-ray source is perturbed, but it is still located at the base of the jet (see lower middle panel
in Fig. 3.7). The X-ray total shock luminosity LX in the [0.5–1] keV band is ∼ 2 · 1029 erg s−1.
In Figure 3.8 (middle panel) we observe the perturbation effect in the pressure profiles along the
jet axis at t ≈ 44 yr when the blob has just passed, which strongly affects the profiles’ stability.
The right panels in Figure 3.7 show the jet at t ≈ 70 yr, after a train of blobs has passed through
the shock. The shocked plasma maximum values for density and temperature are ∼ 5 · 104 cm−3

and ∼ 1 · 107 K, respectively, and the density-weighted average temperature is ∼ 2 · 106 K. The
X-ray source is located at the base of the jet (see lower right panel in Fig. 3.7), with a total shock
luminosity LX similar to the values derived before, namely ∼ 2 · 1029 erg s−1. In Figure 3.8 (lower
panel) we observe the pressure profiles along the jet axis at t ≈ 70 yr, completely perturbed by the
train of blobs.
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∗ Variability

As in Sect. 3.1.2 we investigate the stationarity of the different pulsed jet models by studying
the variations of the physical quantities and of the spatial distribution of the count rate during
the evolution. We derive the total count rate in the [0.5–1] keV band, calculated as described in
Sect. 3.2.3 and integrated in the whole domain to obtain the total value. In Figure 3.9 we show one
value of count rate with Poisson error bars per year, omitting the first five values corresponding to
the initial transient of the pulsed jet observed at the beginning of the animation (Movie 2). The
dashed lines correspond to the interval [0.09,0.28], which contains the count rate values derived
from observations by Güdel et al. (2005, 2008, 2011). We note that the values derived from the
model are in good agreement with the observations during the whole evolution for the parameters
explored here.5 The temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of the count rate for model HJ3,
as would be seen by the Chandra/ACIS instrument, is shown in the right panel of the second movie
(Movie 2). In this case, we observe one single component emitting in X-rays at the base of the
jet throughout almost the whole animation. In order to understand the trend, in the same way as
described in Sect. 3.3.1, we derive the count rate profile along the jet axis (see Fig. 3.10). We find
that most of the X-ray emission comes from one single source close to the base of the jet.

∗ Comparison with the other models

We compare different models for the heavy jet scenario in order to investigate the effect of
perturbations in the stationarity of the shock. The explored parameters, which describe the jet
and the blobs, are listed in Table 3.1. The jet temperature and density and the possible rotation
determine the physical parameters of the shock (see Ustamujic et al. 2016). They are selected
according to the observations of DG Tau (Güdel et al. 2005, 2008). The parameters of the blob
(density, velocity, and radius) and the mass loss rate, calculated as explained in Section 3.2.2, give
information about the intensity of the perturbations introduced. In our reference model (HJ3) the
jet initial temperature and density are Tj = 106 K and nj = 104 cm−3, respectively. In cases with
higher values of jet temperature and density, namely models HJ9–HJ12, the shock is stronger
and the count rate is higher (see Fig. 3.6). As in the light jet scenario, for the models including
jet rotation, namely HJ2, HJ3, and HJ6, the count rate is higher because the shock is stronger
(as predicted by Ustamujic et al. 2016). This trend is clear when we compare same models with
and without jet rotation, e.g. HJ6 and HJ4 (see Fig. 3.6). Again we do not observe a significant
effect on the stability of the shock due to the rotation. The parameters that define blob density
and radius in model HJ3 (reference case) are χb = 1.5 and Rb = 1/3, respectively, while the
velocity 3b varies randomly from 300 to 700 km s−1 (see Table 3.1). The random velocity makes
the perturbation stronger due to the higher variations in the ram pressure, which lowers the count
rate slightly, although the effect in the studied cases is very faint and not significant (see models
HJ1 and HJ4 in Fig. 3.6). When the blob radius is higher (e.g. HJ2 with respect to HJ3, and
HJ4 with respect to HJ5) the shock is slightly affected, which lowers the median count rate and

5See Table 3.1 and Sect.3.2.2 for a complete description of the parameters explored.
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Figure 3.9: X-ray count rate
in the [0.5–1] keV band with
error bars for model HJ3. We
plot one point every year. The
dashed lines indicate the inter-
val of the count rate observed
for the DG Tau jet. A different
scale is used for the y-axis with
respect to Fig. 3.6.
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enhances the fluctuations. When the blob density is increased, we find different effects depending
on the part of the domain being considered. In low count rate models an increase in the blob
density perturbs the shock and lowers the count rate (e.g. HJ5 with respect to HJ8), while in high
count rate models the median count rate increases, which contributes to the emission (e.g. HJ12
with respect to HJ10), as in the light jet scenario. We investigate the difference between the models
through the pressure profiles (see Figures 3.3 and 3.8). In all the cases the jet is dominated by the
plasma pressure over the magnetic pressure, i.e. β > 1, but in cases with a low count rate we find a
more instable regime because the β parameter is closer to 1 in some moments of the simulation.
This means that the perturbations affect models with high and low count rates in different ways.
Model HJ9 is situated at the limit of the two different regimes described, and when higher density
blobs are introduced (model HJ11), the median count rate remains almost constant.

In summary, we can affirm that the perturbations are compatible with the available observations
of DG Tau in most of the cases explored. The jet forms a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock at
the base which is most likely affected by perturbations arriving from the stellar source as a train of
blobs. In this case, the X-ray emitting shock is more perturbed than that of HH 154 due to the low
count rate observed for the DG Tau jet. Strong perturbations can almost erase the X-ray emission
from a shock in models with low count rate, while in models with higher count rate values the
X-ray emission is enhanced, in a similar way to the light jet scenario of HH 154. The variations
registered in the count rate are comparable with those observed for perturbations in the following
ranges: density increase of a maximum of three times the previous value, velocity fluctuation of
50%, and radius with values from 1/3 to 1 jet radius are compatible. The mass loss rate values
obtained for all the models are Ṁj ∼ 10−8M�yr−1, in good agreement with typical outflow rates
found in pre-main sequence stars (Cabrit et al. 2007; Podio et al. 2011). The maximum change in
Ṁj is approximately a half order of magnitude in model HJ1, for which the total count rate is very
low; it is not compatible with the values observed for DG Tau by Güdel et al. (2005, 2008, 2011).

3.4 Discussion

In a previous study (Ustamujic et al. 2016), we showed that a continuously driven stellar jet
forms a stationary X-ray emitting shock at the base with physical parameters in good agreement
with observations. The aim of this work is to investigate whether the quasi-stationary shocks
formed are compatible with the perturbations expected in YSO jets through simulations of a pulsed
flow, and derive the physical parameters that can give rise to X-ray emission consistent with
observations of jets in pre-main sequence stars. To this end we developed a magnetohydrodynamic
2.5D model that describes the propagation of a supersonic stellar jet in a initially homogeneous
magnetized medium taking into account the effect of the radiative cooling. The jet is described
by two components: a continuously driven component that forms a quasi-stationary shock at the
base of the jet, and a pulsed component formed of blobs that introduce perturbations into the jet
influencing the shock. In order to compare the model results with observations we synthesized
the count rate from the simulations, considering both its total integrated value and its spatial
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distribution.
Previous MHD models of protostellar jets were more oriented towards studying the dynamical

aspects and the evolution of the jet rather than the X-ray emission produced. Here we show the
feasibility of our MHD model: a supersonic stellar jet collimated by the ambient magnetic field
leading to X-ray emission from the shock formed at the base, consistent with the observations.
We obtained shock temperatures of ∼ 106 K and luminosities of LX ≈ 1029 erg s−1, in good
agreement with the X-ray results of other authors (Pravdo et al. 2001; Favata et al. 2002; Bally
et al. 2003; Pravdo & Tsuboi 2005; Güdel et al. 2008; Schneider et al. 2011; Skinner et al. 2011;
López-Santiago et al. 2013, 2015).

As YSO jets are intrinsically dynamic objects which evolve on timescales of a few years, they
are ideal laboratories for variability studies. We selected HH 154 and DG Tau as specific targets for
our study because available observations suggest the presence of stationary X-ray emitting sources
close to the base associated with the jet (HH 154, Favata et al. 2006; DG Tau, Güdel et al. 2005).
Chandra X-ray observations collected in different epochs for HH 154 (in 2001, Bally et al. 2003;
in 2005, Favata et al. 2006; in 2009, Schneider et al. 2011) and for DG Tau’s jet (in 2004, 2006 and
2010, Güdel et al. 2005, 2008, 2011), provided a time base of eight and six years, respectively, to
analyse the variability of the source. They are, as far as we know, the only YSO jets with available
multi-epoch X-ray observations.

3.4.1 The case of HH 154

In the light jet scenario (see Section 3.3.1) we described a jet that is less dense than the ambient
medium, for example the jet related to HH 154 which originates from the deeply embedded binary
Class 0/I protostar IRS 5 in the L1551 star-forming region (Rodríguez et al. 1998).

Figure 3.11 shows the count rate of the X-ray source associated with HH 154 in the [0.3âĂŞ4] keV
band. We compare the data set observed by Chandra/ACIS in 2005 and analysed by Bonito et al.
(2011) (left panel), with the synthetic map derived from model LJ5 (reference case for the light
jet presented in Section 3.3.1) at t = 100 yr, and convolved with the specific PSF created at
the proper energy (right panel). The images are rebinned to match a pixel size of 0.25′′, and
then a Gaussian smoothing with kernel of width 0.5′′was applied. Bonito et al. (2011) analysed
Chandra multi-epoch X-ray observations of HH 154 (in 2001, Bally et al. 2003; in 2005, Favata
et al. 2006; in 2009, Schneider et al. 2011) and proposed the scenario of a nozzle creating the
standing shock in the presence of a pulsed jet, as described in Bonito et al. (2010b), which may
account for the elongated component as a newly formed knot propagating away from the diamond
shock. Here we propose an alternative possible interpretation: the bright stationary X-ray source
observed in the data might be associated with the main stationary shock formed at the base of the
jet, whereas the faint, elongated, and more variable component could be the result of perturbations
of the main shock. As discussed by Bonito et al. (2011), the X-ray source associated with HH 154
unambiguously arises from the jet and cannot be of stellar origin.
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Figure 3.11: Smoothed X-ray count rate maps in the [0.3–4] keV band for HH 154 with a pixel size of 0.25′′. Left: 2005
data set resampled using the EDSER technique, as in Bonito et al. (2011). Right: Synthetic image of the base of the jet
as derived from model LJ5 at t = 100 yr (see lower right panel in Fig. 3.2), rebinned to match the same pixel size and
convolved with the proper PSF. The angular size of each panel is ≈ 7′′ × 7′′. In each panel north is up and east is left.
Gaussian smoothing was applied on the images with kernel of width 0.5′′.

3.4.2 The case of the jet associated to DG Tau

In the heavy jet scenario (see Section 3.3.2) we described a jet that is denser than the ambient
medium, for example the jet associated with DG Tau which originates from a more evolved Class
II disk-bearing source (CTTS) Eislöffel & Mundt (see 1998).

In Figure 3.12 we show the count rate of the X-ray source associated with DG Tau in the
[0.5âĂŞ1] keV band, in logarithmic scale. In the left panel we plot the merged data set observed
by Chandra/ACIS in 2010 (see Appendix A for a detailed description of the data analysis we
performed) with a pixel size of 0.25′′and Gaussian smoothing with kernel of width 0.5′′. In this
case the angular size of each panel is ≈ 14′′ × 14′′ (we note that the scale is different from that in
Fig. 3.11, which corresponds only to one quadrant of this image). The observation shows the star
marked with a cross inside the central unresolved source, and a bipolar jet. In this image the SW
jet marked with a box is clearly visible, while the counter-jet (observed earlier by Güdel et al. 2005,
2008) is hardly visible. The central unresolved source contains two unrelated spectral components
subject to different hydrogen absorption column densities (Güdel et al. 2011): the hard component
is associated with the stellar corona or magnetosphere, while the soft component is associated with
X-ray emission from the base of the jet produced either by internal shocks or by magnetic heating
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Figure 3.12: Smoothed X-ray count rate maps in the [0.5–1] keV band for DG Tau in logarithmic scale and with a pixel
size of 0.25′′. Left: 2010 data set resampled using the EDSER technique, as explained in Appendix A. We marked the
position of the star with a cross and the SW jet with a box. Right: Synthetic image of the base of the jet as derived from
model HJ3 at t = 70 yr (see lower right panel in Fig. 3.7), rebinned to match the same pixel size and convolved with the
specific PSF. The modelled region is marked with a box corresponding to the SW jet. The angular size of each panel is
≈ 14′′ × 14′′ (a different scale to that used in Fig. 3.11). In each panel north is up and east is left. Gaussian smoothing was
applied on the images with kernel of width 0.5′′.

(Güdel et al. 2008). Recently, Takasao et al. (2017) have presented a theoretical model applied
to DG Tau in which the disk atmosphere is magnetically heated forming a hot corona emitting
in soft X-rays. However, in these data it is still unclear, due to the contamination from the star,
which part of the soft component of the X-ray emission is produced by the jet. For this reason, we
compare our jet results with the SW jet marked with a box in the left panel of Figure 3.12. On the
right we plot the synthetic map of the modelled region derived from model HJ3 (reference case
for the heavy jet presented in Section 3.3.2) at t = 70 yr, and convolved with the specific PSF
created at the proper energy. Again, the image is rebinned to match a pixel size of 0.25′′and then
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width 0.5′′. In this case the synthesized source consists of one
unique component, while in the case of HH 154 (see Fig. 3.11) we were able to observe cleary two
different components. The size and morphology of the synthesized source is comparable with the
SW jet observations.
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3.5 Summary and conclusions

We investigated the effect of perturbations in X-ray emitting stationary shocks in stellar jets
through numerical MHD simulations. We applied our model to the X-ray jets of HH 154 and
DG Tau, two widely studied objects at different stages of evolution. This allowed us to explore
the similarities and differences of YSOs at distinct stages of evolution through the study of the
X-ray emission and jets which are present in objects from Class 0 to II. We have also performed a
wide exploration of a broad region of the parameter space that describes the model (see Table 3.1).
These results therefore allow us to study and diagnose the physical properties of YSO jets over a
broader range of physical conditions than those defined by HH 154 and DG Tau. Our findings lead
to several conclusions, that we list in the following for the two different scenario studied (LJ and
HJ).

• LJ scenario (HH 154):

1. We find that perturbations arriving to the shock as a train of blobs contribute to the X-ray
emission enhancing the total count rate.

2. Perturbations characterized by a density increase up to one order of magnitude, velocity
fluctuations not larger than 50%, and size with values from 1/3 to 1 of the initial jet radius
produce variability in the X-ray source compatible with that observed in HH 154 (Bonito
et al. 2011).

3. The perturbations explored lead to maximum variations of approximately one order of
magnitude in the mass loss rate derived from the simulations.

• HJ scenario (DG Tau):

1. The stability of the shock diamond is affected by the jet perturbations more easily in the HJ
than in the LJ scenario. This is mainly due to the fact that the shock in the HJ scenario is
fainter and with a lower total count rate than in the LJ scenario (see Fig. 3.6). In addition,
models with a lower median count rate (e.g. HJ1–HJ8) are more affected by the perturbations
than models with higher median count rate (e.g. HJ9–HJ12). In the latter models, the
perturbations enhance the X-ray emission as in the light jet scenario.

2. Perturbations characterized by a density increase up to three times the initial jet value,
velocity fluctuations not larger than 50%, and size with values from 1/3 to 1 initial jet radius
produce variability of X-ray source compatible with that observed in the SW jet of DG Tau
(Güdel et al. 2008, 2011).

3. The perturbations explored lead to maximum variations of ∼ 1 − 4 · Ṁj in the mass loss rate
derived from the simulations (see Table 3.1), corresponding to fainter perturbations than
those presented in the LJ scenario.
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In both the scenarios explored, although the physical conditions are very different, the plasma is
collimated by the magnetic field forming a quasi-stationary shock at the base of the jet which, under
certain conditions, emits in X-rays even when perturbations are present. The results presented
here may provide us with a better understanding of the evolution and the different mechanisms
observed in young stars at different stages of evolution. Although the precise mechanisms are
still under debate, it is widely believed that the strongly dynamic and energetic phenomena due
to star–disk interaction produce variations in the physical parameters of the jet. The study of
the variability observed in pre-main sequence stars may give some insight into the phenomena
that occur due to the star disk interaction, also related to the still debated jet collimation and
acceleration mechanisms. Finally, the comparison of our MHD model results with the X-ray
observations could provide a fundamental tool for investigating the stellar jet dynamics and the
high-energy phenomena, also important for a better understanding of planet formation.
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Appendix

3.6 Chandra observations of DG Tau

We studied the Chandra/ACIS-S data set of DG Tau performed in January 2010 (PI Güdel;
ObsID 11009, 11010 and 11011; texp = 120 ks each observation), centered at (04:27:04.80,
+ 26:06:16.90) (FK5). We reprocessed all the data in a homogeneous way, using the latest CIAO
4.9 package. We studied the data individually and also as a unique archive with texp = 360 ks,
reprojecting the set of observations to a common tangent point and creating a merged event file
using the CIAO tools. The three data products correspond to observations done in the same week.
We filtered the data in energy to study separately the hard and the soft component. We chose
the 0.5–1.0 keV band for the soft component and 1.5–7.3 keV for the hard one Güdel et al. (as
in 2011). We explored different values for the soft component band associated with the jet, e.g.
0.45–1.1 keV and 0.5–1.5 keV, obtaining almost identical results in all the cases. Events were
extracted for all observations from regions around the source and the background, near the position
of DG Tau (4:27:04.698, + 26:06:16.31). The images were analysed using the DS9 tool to study
the morphology of the sources, including the offset between the hard and soft components, both
at native Chandra/ACIS spatial resolution, and improving it by performing the subpixel event-
repositioning algorithm EDSER that can be applied to Chandra images to refine the event positions
(Li et al. 2004). We did not find a statistically significant offset between the two components. After
applying the EDSER algorithm, the images can be resampled at 0.25′′pixel size, obtaining images
with one-half of the native ACIS pixel scale (see left panel in Fig. 3.12). The asymmetry of the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) was investigated using CIAO tools to create a region that
highlights the location of this artefact for the source, and we checked whether this instrumental
effect can influence the observed morphology of the X-ray source. We found that the asymmetry
of the PSF does not affect our images on scales larger than 1′′; therefore, the elongated structure
visible in the images is not an artefact of the instrument. Finally, we obtained the proper PSF for
the data using the CIAO and HEASOFT tools.
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Abstract. We investigate the plausibility of detecting X-ray emission from a stellar jet that impacts against a

dense molecular cloud. This scenario may be usual for classical T Tauri stars with jets in dense star-forming

complexes. We first model the impact of a jet against a dense cloud by 2D axisymmetric hydrodynamic

simulations, exploring different configurations of the ambient environment. Then, we compare our results

with XMM-Newton observations of the Herbig-Haro object HH 248, where extended X-ray emission aligned

with the optical knots is detected at the edge of the nearby IC 434 cloud. Our simulations show that a jet can

produce plasma with temperatures up to 107 K, consistent with production of X-ray emission, after impacting

a dense cloud. We find that jets denser than the ambient medium but less dense than the cloud produce

detectable X-ray emission only at the impact onto the cloud. From the exploration of the model parameter

space, we constrain the physical conditions (jet density and velocity, cloud density) that reproduce well the

intrinsic luminosity and emission measure of the X-ray source possibly associated with HH 248. Thus, we

suggest that the extended X-ray source close to HH 248 corresponds to the jet impacting on a dense cloud.
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4.1 Introduction

Classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) are characterized by being surrounded by a disk of gas as a
result of the conservation of angular momentum during the star-formation process. The central
star accretes material from the disk through magnetic funnels (Koenigl 1991). In addition, dense
gas from the inner region of the disk is collimated into a jet as explained in the context of the
widely accepted theory of magneto-centrifugal launching (Ferreira et al. 2006). Recently, magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) simulations have been performed to evaluate the importance of the accretion
disk magnetic field in the launching process of a stellar jet (Matsakos et al. 2008, 2009; Stute
et al. 2014; Staff et al. 2015). The role of the magnetic field for the collimation of stellar jets in
laboratory plasma experiments has been recently explored by Albertazzi et al. (2014) through
detailed numerical simulations and comparison with observations.

When escaping from the stellar system, the jet moves through circumstellar and interstellar
material, interacting with the ambient medium and producing shocks. Usually, stellar jets are
revealed in the optical by the presence of a chain of knots, the so-called Herbig-Haro (HH)
objects. These knots are known to be associated with the jet’s shock front and post-shock regions.
Supersonic shock fronts and post-shock regions along the jet are detected in a wide wavelength
range, from radio to optical band (Reipurth & Bally 2001, and references therein) and may be
detected also in the ultraviolet (e.g. Gómez de Castro & von Rekowski 2011; Coffey et al. 2012;
Schneider et al. 2013b). The knotty structure of HH objects within the jet axis is interpreted as the
consequence of the pulsing nature of the ejection of material by the star (see Bonito et al. 2010b).
A possible explanation for this pulsing nature is the variable nature of the stellar wind (Matsakos
et al. 2009), whether through stellar magnetic cycles or by variations in the accretion rates.

Pravdo et al. (2001) observed high energy emission from high speed HH jets. In particular,
hydrodynamic (HD) models predict X-ray emission from mechanical heating due to shocks
produced by the interaction between the jet and the ambient medium (Bonito et al. 2004). This is
particularly true when the jet is less dense than the ambient medium (Bonito et al. 2007). Instead,
X-ray emission from heavy jets, i.e. jets that are denser than the ambient, is weaker. The analysis
of X-ray data from stellar jets can yield constraints to initial conditions of the process such as the
jet velocity and density. However, the low statistics in the few stellar jets detected in X-rays so far
makes it difficult to achieve robust results (see Güdel et al. 2005, for an example).

X-ray emission from protostellar jets was firstly reported by Pravdo et al. (2001), who detected
an X-ray source coincident with HH 2 that was not associated with any other galactic or extra-
galactic source (see Velusamy et al. 2014). Later, Favata et al. (2002) detected X-ray emission
from HH 154, a jet associated with the protostar L1551 IRS5 in the Taurus Molecular Cloud (see
also Bally et al. 2003; Bonito et al. 2004, 2011; Favata et al. 2006). Since then, the number of
X-ray detections from protostellar jets has been increased: HH 80/81 (Pravdo et al. 2004), TKH 8
(Tsujimoto et al. 2004), HH 540 (Kastner et al. 2005), HH 210 (Grosso et al. 2006), HH 216
(Linsky et al. 2007), HH 168 (Pravdo et al. 2009).

Several jets from other young stellar objects (YSO) were detected in X-rays, too. Güdel
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et al. (2005) reported likely detection from a jet from the CTTS DG Tau (see Güdel et al. 2008;
Schneider et al. 2013b, for recent results). Skinner et al. (2011) detected evidence for extended
X-ray structure in RY Tau. Finally, X-ray emission from a jet arising from the FU Ori type star
Z CMa was detected by Stelzer et al. (2009). A list of X-ray detections and properties of stellar
jets is given in Bonito et al. (2010a). The analysis of the X-ray spectrum of stellar jets divides
them into two classes (Bonito et al. 2010a): (1) X-ray sources detected at the base of the jet (within
2000 AU from the stellar source), with temperature > 2 × 106 K and (2) X-ray sources detected at
large distances from the jet source (several thousands of AU), characterized by high luminosity and
low temperature. The interpretation of this behavior is still not clear, but the difference between
both classes seems to be related to the location of the X-ray emission.

In this work, we study a different scenario for X-ray emission observed from a jet: a stellar jet
that moves through the interstellar medium (ISM) and impacts a molecular cloud (wall) with a
density several times higher than that of the ambient. In this scenario, the jet is heavier than the
ISM but lighter than the wall. We perform simulations with different initial conditions, widely
exploring the parameter space. To test our results, we compared them with the jet HH 248, detected
in X-rays with the XMM-Newton mission (Src. 12 in López-Santiago et al. 2013).

The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 4.2, we present the numerical setup
for our simulations. Results for the different initial conditions explored by us are discussed in
Section 4.3. We then study the case of HH 248. A brief description of the system is carried out in
Sections 4.4. Specific simulations for HH 248 are performed in Section 4.5. Final discussion and
conclusions are presented in Section 4.6.

4.2 Hydrodynamic model and numerical setup

Our model describes the impact of a protostellar jet against a dense molecular cloud. We
adopted the hydrodynamic model discussed by Bonito et al. (2007, hereafter BOP07), extended to
include an ambient environment characterized by the presence of a dense cloud. The jet impact is
modeled by numerically solving the time-dependent hydrodynamic equations of mass, momentum,
and energy conservation in a 2D cylindrical coordinate system (r, z), assuming axisymmetry (see
BOP07 for details). The model includes the radiative losses from optically thin plasma, and the
thermal conduction, including the effects of heat flux saturation. The model is implemented using
the FLASH code (Fryxell et al. 2000), with the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) solver that is
better adapted for compressible flows with shocks (Colella & Woodward 1984).

The jet is assumed to propagate along the symmetry axis, z, through an unperturbed ambient
medium with a dense molecular cloud. The cloud is described by a higher density region (wall)
in pressure equilibrium with its surrounding and is situated at ∼ 9000 AU from the base of the
domain (see Figure 4.1). We chose this distance as we want to compare the results from the
simulations with the observations of HH 248 (see Section 4.5 for more details). The computational
domain extends ∼ 1400 AU in the r direction and ∼ 14000 AU in the z direction. At the coarsest
resolution, the adaptive mesh algorithm used in the FLASH code (PARAMESH; MacNeice et al.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the simulation domain
setup. Boundary condition at the left border is reflec-
tive/axisymmetric. Outflow conditions are permitted in
the remaining boundaries.

2000) uniformly covers the 2D computational domain with an initial mesh of 1 × 10 blocks, each
with 82 cells. We allow for five levels of refinement, with resolution increasing twice at each
refinement level. The refinement criterion adopted (Löhner 2008) follows the changes in density
and temperature. This grid configuration yields an effective resolution of ∼ 7 AU at the finest level,
corresponding to an equivalent uniform mesh of 128 × 1280 grid points.

We explore the parameter space defined by the density ratio between the ISM and the jet
(nambient/njet), the density ratio between the wall and jet (nwall/njet), and the jet’s velocity (vjet).
The aim is to investigate which physical conditions result in the production of detectable X-rays
from the stellar jet after impacting the dense cloud (preliminary results in Orellana et al. 2012).
The grid of explored parameters is chosen in order to explore in detail the case of a jet over-dense
in the ISM that becomes under-dense in the cloud. According to previous results (e.g. Bonito
et al. 2007), this is the most promising scenario for X-ray emission. For completeness, we also
explore the remaining two possible scenarios in less detail: the jet being heavier than both the
ambient and the molecular cloud and the jet being lighter than both the ambient and the molecular
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Table 4.1: Summary of the simulations performed in this work.

nambient/njet nwall/njet Mach vjet
a (km s−1) log Tmax

b (K)
0.1 0.5 20 936 6.70
" 0.5 30 1404 6.84
" 2.0 20 936 6.62
" 2.0 30 1404 6.80
" 10.0 20 936 6.57
" 10.0 30 1404 6.84
" 20.0 10 448 5.70
" 20.0 20 936 6.54
" 20.0 30 1404 6.83
" 40.0 20 936 6.64
" 300.0 150 2000 7.33

0.2 20.0 20 662 6.04
0.5 20.0 40 800 6.41
1.0 10.0 20 296 4.70
" 10.0 200 2960 7.18
" 40.0 100 1480 6.95
" 100.0 100 1480 7.08

10.0 20.0 100 448 5.10
" 100.0 100 448 5.60
" 100.0 300 1404 6.91

100.0 1000.0 100 148 4.40
- 1000.0 1000 1480 7.20

Notes. (a) Derived from the Mach number.
(b) Measured inside the dense cloud, at z ∼ 13000 AU (see Figure 4.9).

cloud. The initial temperature of the jet is fixed to the value Tjet = 104 K in all the simulations.
Figure 4.2 shows the parameter space for our simulation. The shaded area represents the region of
the parameter space in which the ambient would be denser than the molecular cloud. This scenario
is not explored in this work. In BOP07, it is shown that detectable X-ray emission originates from
the interaction of light jets with the ambient medium. Here we explore the scenario of a jet heavier
than the ambient but lighter than the molecular cloud. This scenario corresponds to the top-left
quadrant in the figure. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters of our simulations. The size of the
circles in Figure 4.2 corresponds to four different velocity ranges for the jet: vjet < 500 km s−1,
500 ≤ vjet < 1200 km s−1, 1200 ≤ vjet < 2000 km s−1 and vjet ≥ 2000 km s−1, respectively from
smaller to larger circles. In most cases, we simulated jets with different initial velocities for the
same values of nambient/njet and nwall/njet.
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Figure 4.2: Parameter space of the
simulations performed in this work.
Small circles correspond to jet’s ve-
locities vjet ≤ 500 km s−1, medium-
size circles are for 500 ≤ vjet <

1200 km s−1, and large circles are
for simulations with 1200 ≤ vjet <

2000 km s−1 and vjet ≥ 2000 km s−1,
respectively. The shaded area is
the scenario with a molecular cloud
less dense than the ambient, which
is not investigated in this article.
The continuous line corresponds to
nwall/nambient = 100.

4.3 Results from simulations

The evolution of the density and temperature of a jet with distinct ambient-to-jet density ratios
(nambient/njet) when traveling through a homogeneous ambient was investigated in detail in BOP07.
In such work, it was shown that the case of a light jet (nambient/njet > 1) with high Mach number
(Mjet) is the most favorable for detection of X-rays. A hot (T > 106 K) and dense blob is formed
behind the front shock in both light and heavy (nambient/njet < 1) jets when the jet’s velocity is
high enough, but in heavy jets this blob is fainter in X-rays and considerably less extended (see
Figure 8 in BOP07). In fact, the shock velocity required to produce this faint X-ray emission in
heavy jets is too high compared to observations (vsh > 2000 km s−1). At lower velocities, the
X-ray luminosity of the heavy jet is low (see BOP07). Consequently, detection of X-ray emission
from heavy jets is not expected. Instead, the jet’s luminosity increases rapidly when it becomes
lighter than the ambient (see Section 4.5, Figure 4.7).

To illustrate the previous discussion, we compare the evolution of the mass density and
temperature of a heavy jet with similar initial conditions but different velocities. Figure 4.3
shows mass density and velocity cuts in the r–z plane for jets with M = 10, 20, 30 and 150,
respectively. In the four cases, the initial jet temperature is 104 K and the ambient-to-jet density
ratio is nambient/njet = 0.1. The simulation was stopped at d ∼ 8500 AU in each case, for purposes
of comparison.

Last column in Table 4.1 shows the maximum temperature reached by the jet after impacting
the dense cloud for each simulation. Temperatures similar to those observed in several X-ray
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Figure 4.3: Two-dimensional mass density (upper half-panels) and temperature (lower half-panels) cuts in the r–z plane
when the jet reaches 8000 AU from the beginning of the simulation. All the simulations are for nambient/njet = 0.1 but
different Mach numbers.
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emitting stellar jets (see Section 4.1) are reached when the velocity of the jet is of the order of
700 km s−1 or higher.

Figure 4.4: Top: Maximum temperature of the jet
after impacting the dense cloud for the different
simulations, compared to the ratio between the
jet and the dense cloud densities. Circle sizes
are as in Figure 4.2. The dashed line indicates
a temperature of 5 MK (kT = 0.43 keV). Filled
circles are cases in which the jet reaches tem-
peratures consistent with detected jets in X-rays.
Bottom: Temperature distribution as a function
of the velocity of the jet.

In Figure 4.4, we summarize the results of our simulations. The top figure represents the
temperature reached when the jet comes into the dense cloud (z ∼ 120 AU in Figure 4.1) as a
function of the ratio between the density of the cloud and the jet. The bottom panel shows the
maximum temperature as a function of the jet’s velocity. No clear dependence of the temperature
with nwall/njet is observed (top panel). At high density ratios (nwall/njet > 20), there is only a
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slight trend of increasing the jet’s temperature with increasing the density ratio. Filled circles in
this figure are simulations with vjet ≥ 700 km s−1. On contrast, Figure 4.4, bottom panel shows the
temperature of the jet increases rapidly with increasing the jet’s velocity. Actually, the temperature
reaches a plateau at ∼ 1200 km s−1 where it remains approximately constant (∼ 107 K) with
increasing velocity. For vjet ≥ 700 km s−1, the jet reaches temperatures compatible with X-ray
emission (T ≥ 106 K).

Summarizing, a high jet’s velocity is responsible for the X-ray emission detected when the jet
is lighter than the surrounding medium in the proposed scenario.

4.4 HH 248: a candidate for the jet-cloud impact scenario

The Herbig-Haro object HH 248 is situated to the South-East of the CTTS V615 Ori, at the
base of the Horsehead Nebula (Barnard 33) and to the South of the NGC 2023 nebula (Malin et al.
1987). The detection of an X-ray source at ∼ 15′′ from HH 248 and ∼ 30′′ from V615 Ori (05h

41m 25.7s, −02◦ 23′ 06.0′′) was reported by López-Santiago et al. (2013) (their Src. 12). The
authors did not find any optical or IR counterpart down to 0.1 mJy. Src. 12 of López-Santiago
et al. (2013) is classified as an extended source by the XMM-Newton SAS source detection task,
discarding an association with any possible highly absorbed point-like source. The XMM-Newton
observation (ID 0112640201, revolution 419) was centered on the reflection nebula NGC 2023.
The extended X-ray source was detected ∼ 7′ off-axis. Its proximity to the CTTS V615 Ori may
be interpreted as they are related. However, an analysis of the spectrum of this X-ray source gives
NH = 2.3+2.6

−1.4 × 1022 cm−3 (errors are at 90% confidence level) for the column density of the
source and T ∼ 107 K as a lower limit. The NH value is considerably larger than the one obtained
by López-Santiago et al. (2013) for V615 Ori (NH = 0.50+0.05

−0.04 × 1022 cm−3). We conclude that
V615 Ori is not the driving source of the extended X-ray emission detected.

Assuming a distance of ∼ 400 pc for the source, LX = 3 ± 2 × 1030 erg s−1 and EM ≈

2 × 1053 cm−3. This analysis was performed by ourselves by fitting an absorbed hot plasma model
(Smith et al. 2001) to the observed EPIC/PN spectrum using the XSPEC spectral fitting package
(Arnaud 1996, 2004) with Cash statistics (Cash 1979). We notice that XSPEC treats both the
source and the background spectra separately when Cash statistics is used. The poor statistics
of the source does not permit to study the properties of the X-ray emission in more detail (see
Figure 4.5).

In the optical band, at an angular resolution of 0.3′′, HH 248 shows a knotty structure with five
clear blobs. Figure 4.6 shows an HST/WFC3 image in the H band (Obs. ID 11548, obs. date 2010-
10-19, exp. time 2496.170 s, PI: S. Megeath). A very faint source (WFC3 J05412764-0223143) is
detected 3′′ to the South-East of the radio source [RR94] NGC 2023 VLA1 reported by Rodriguez
& Reipurth (1994), at the position (α, δ) = (05h 41m 27.64s, -02◦ 23′ 14.3′′). WFC3 J05412764-
0223143 is connected to HH 248 by a filamentary structure. WFC3 J05412764-0223143 is
very likely the driving source of HH 248. Its magnitude in the F160W filter of the HST/WFC3
determined by us (see bellow) is ∼ 23.5 mag, corresponding to a flux Fν = 0.46 ± 0.01 µJy.
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Figure 4.5: Background-
subtracted XMM/EPIC
spectrum of the extended
source including the model fit.

Figure 4.6: High-contrast
HST/WFC3 H band image
centered at HH 248 (Obs.
ID 11548, PI: S. Megeath).
Different high-density knots
are identified with capital let-
ters. The circles mark radio
sources identified in the litera-
ture. Their radius corresponds
to the 1σ positional error. The
position of the extended X-
ray source identified by us as
the interaction of jet with the
molecular cloud is also marked.
The continuous line is the pre-
cession curve.
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Table 4.2: WFC3 F160W photometry of the knots and their probable driving source.

Source AB Fν
(mag) (µJy)

J05412764-0223143 23.49 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.01
A 18.21 ± 0.01 58.96 ± 0.09
B 17.99 ± 0.01 72.17 ± 0.10
C 18.95 ± 0.02 29.88 ± 0.06
D 18.42 ± 0.01 48.71 ± 0.08
E 16.56 ± 0.01 270.16 ± 0.19

Compared to the fluxes determined for the knots (see Table 4.2) this value is between two and
three orders of magnitude lower. WFC3 J05412764-0223143 must be highly absorbed, with
AV > 13 mag according to its observed magnitude in the F160W filter. To determine the fluxes of
WFC3 J05412764-0223143 and the knots of HH 248, we performed aperture photometry in the
pipeline processed data were obtained from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST)
using the DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987). An aperture radius of 1′′ was used in each case to
prevent contamination from other close knots, whose typical separation is ∼ 2′′. We notice that
a 1′′-radius extraction region encircles more than the 95% of each bright knot even for the case
of knot E. Sky background value was fixed for subtraction. This value was estimated from the
surroundings of the jet. An aperture correction was applied following the guidelines of the WFC3
instrument1.

The chain of knots in HH 248 follows a curve path typical of precessed jets (e.g. Frank et al.
2014). In Figure 4.6 we show a simple fit of a precession curve (e.g. Masqué et al. 2012) to
the knots and the IR source. The curve passes through the X-ray source. Hence, in the scenario
proposed by us, the X-ray source is the bow shock produced by the encounter with a dense cloud
of the jet flowing from WFC3 J05412764-0223143.

4.5 Simulations for HH 248

For our problem, we adopted a density of 5 × 103 cm−3 for the wall as a lower limit, based
of measurements of the density in the surroundings of the Horsehead Nebula, where HH 248 is
located (Habart et al. 2005). Then we scaled the density of the jet to have a light jet traveling
through the ISM (njet/nISM = 10) and a heavy jet through the wall (njet/nwall = 0.1). Pressure
equilibrium is imposed. As a consequence, the temperatures of the three regions are fixed. We
assume an initial temperature for the jet of 104 K. Thus, the temperatures of the ISM and the wall
are, respectively, 105 K and 103 K. Table 4.3 summarizes the parameters of our model. Initially,
the jet is defined as a homogeneous cylinder with size r ∼ 100 AU and z ∼ 1000 AU. The distance

1http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/phot_zp_lbn.
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Table 4.3: Initial physical condi-
tions in the jet, the ambient (ISM)
and the wall.

Parameter Value

Jet

Density 500 cm−3

Temperature 104 K
Velocity 1.35 × 103 km s−1

ISM

Density 50 cm−3

Temperaturea 105 K

Wall

Density 5 × 103 cm−3

Temperaturea 103 K

Notes. (a) Temperature is fixed to maintain pressure equilibrium.

between the jet’s base and the dense cloud is kept as in Section 4.2. The actual projected distance
between the X-ray source and WFC3 J05412764-0223143 is 9500-12000 AU, assuming a distance
from the Earth between 350 and 450 pc as deduced from the measurements for σ Orionis (e.g.
Caballero 2008).

The evolution of the jet’s luminosity with time is shown in Figure 4.7. X-ray luminosities were
derived as discussed in Bonito et al. (2010a). In our space domain, the jet reaches the wall after
∼ 35 years. Figure 4.7 shows that the intrinsic luminosity of the jet reaches ∼ 1031 erg s−1 after its
impact against the molecular cloud. However, during the first stage of the jet’s evolution, while the
jet crosses the (less dense) ISM, its X-ray luminosity remains at a lower value (∼ 1029 erg s−1). An
X-ray luminosity > 1030 erg s−1 for the jet inside the high density molecular cloud is in agreement
with the unabsorbed X-ray luminosity determined from the fit to the XMM-Newton data2

Figure 4.8 shows the X-ray evolution map of the jet as it travels through the high-density
molecular cloud. Each panel corresponds to a time delay of five years. The first panel is for 30 yr
from the beginning of the model run. Figure 4.9 shows the temperature (left panel) and the density
(right panel) maps describing the jet/wall interaction.

The emission measure (EM) distribution near the end of the simulation (penultimate panel
in Figure 4.8) shows a small bump at T ∼ 106 K (see Figure 4.10). The mean value of the EM
obtained from our simulations is compatible with the EM obtained from the fit to the X-ray data
(∼ 2 × 1053 cm−3). Note that the EM(T ) at temperature < 1 MK shows a plateau analogous to

2The agreement with the observations is satisfactory because we did not perform any fine-tuning of the initial conditions
which is needed to accurately reproduce the observed luminosity. For instance, a better fit might be obtained by decreasing
the ambient-to-jet density contrast (see BOP07).
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the jet’s
intrinsic luminosity with time in
the [0.3-10] keV energy band.
The jet impacts onto the denser
cloud at t = 1.1 × 109 s.

Figure 4.8: X-ray map of the jet after it reaches the high-density molecular cloud (wall). The period range is 40–65 yr with
a time binning of 5 yr. The pixel size if 1 AU. The color scale is 10−7–10−6 cnt s−1 pixel−1.
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that found by BOP07 in their simulations. This is mainly due to the radiative losses that are very
efficient at T ∼ 105 K and that cause a bump of EM(T ) at T ∼ 104 K. We have verified this point
by comparing simulations either with or without the radiative losses.

4.6 Discussion and conclusions

In this work, we studied the scenario of a stellar jet impacting a molecular cloud from a
HD modeling approach. In particular, we simulated supersonic stellar jets moving through ISM
medium that is less dense than the jet encountering a dense molecular cloud. Hence, the jet
becomes underdense inside the molecular cloud. From previous results (e.g. BOP07), X-ray
emission is expected when the jet is lighter than the surrounding medium, while it is not when the
jet is heavier than the ambient.

Our simulations explore the parameter space: jet’s velocity, ISM density and molecular cloud
density. The scenario of a light jet that impacts a dense cloud may be typical of some stellar jets
observed in star-forming regions. In particular, this scenario is possibly occurring for HH 248. Our
main goal is to investigate whether such an impact may produce X-ray emission from the jet.

Our results from the simulations indicate that jets with vjet & 700 km s−1 can reach temperatures
of several MK after impacting the dense molecular cloud. This result is in agreement with detection
of X-ray emission from the jet. In contrast, low velocity jets do not reach such temperatures.
We find a clear trend of increasing temperature after impact with increasing the jet’s velocity,
independently of the density ratio between the jet and the dense molecular cloud.

We used these results to investigate the possible origin and evolution of HH 248, including
the possibility of X-ray emission after encountering the high density region at the base of the
Horsehead Nebula. From our multiwavelength analysis of the HH object, we reveal the probable
driving source of the jet, which is a highly absorbed point-like source detected only in a deep
H-band image with the HST/WFC3. From the WFC3 image, we identify five dense knots that are
not fully aligned with WFC3 J05412764-0223143. We used them to determine the parameters of
the precession of the jet associated with HH 248. The fitted precession curve pass through the
extended X-ray source named by López-Santiago et al. (2013) as Src. 12. We conclude that this
X-ray source is the front shock of the jet that created HH 248.

From our X-ray data analysis, we discard the possibility that the extended X-ray source were
part of the PSF of the classical T Tauri star V615 Ori, also detected in the XMM-Newton as ∼ 30′′.
In particular, the column density determined for this source is one order of magnitude higher than
that determined for V615 Ori by López-Santiago et al. (2013). We propose a scenario for HH 248
in which the jet, which moves through the ISM, reaches a region of much higher density. This
region may be identified with the ionization front IC 434 that runs south from the NGC 2024
star-forming region and contains the Horsehead Nebula (Barnard 33). In this scenario, the jet,
which is heavier than the ISM but lighter than the molecular cloud, emits in X-rays when it reaches
the denser cloud. Hence, the X-ray emission from the jet would be produced far from the jet base,
contrarily to other cases (see Section 4.1). In the classification given by Bonito et al. (2010a),
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luminous X-ray jets detected at large distances from their driving source seem to be associated
with high-mass stars. In our case, the location of the X-ray emission from the jet would not be
related to the mass of the driving source but to the change in the conditions of the ISM. This is an
excellent test case to check the idea that detectable X-ray emission from stellar jets is produced if
the jet travels through a denser environment (BOP07).

From our results, we conclude that X-ray emission from the impact of a stellar jet with a dense
cloud is feasible. Deep X-ray observations of HH objects in nearby star forming-regions may
reveal other cases similar to HH 248. New X-ray observations are needed to determine precisely
some parameters of the X-ray counterpart of the jet.



5 Summary and Conclusions

In this PhD thesis we investigated the high-energy emission expected to arise from YSO jets
under certain circumstances with the aim to explain the nature of X-ray emission detected in many
protostellar jets. We explored two classes of X-ray emitting sources:

I) X-ray (quasi-stationary) sources detected at the base of the jet (Chapters 2–3).

II) X-ray sources detected at large distances from the YSO from which the jet originates
(Chapter 4).

We proposed different scenarios to explain the observed X-ray emission in each case:

I) YSO jet collimated by the magnetic field forming a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock at
the base of the jet.

II) YSO jet that impacts a dense molecular cloud, forming a X-ray emitting extended source.

We explored the two scenarios through numerical simulations and comparison of model results
with observations. We summarize the main aspects of the work and give our conclusions below.

5.1 X-ray emission at the base of protostellar jets

5.1.1 Origin of stationary X-ray emission in jets

In Chapter 2, we performed a set of 2.5D MHD numerical simulations that modelled continu-
ously driven jets ramming into a magnetized medium taking into account thermal conduction and
radiative losses effects. We synthesized the emission measure and the X-ray luminosity of the first
shock and compared the results with values derived from X-ray observations. We performed an
extensive exploration of the parameter space that describes the model and derived the physical
parameters of a protostellar jet that can give rise to stationary X-ray sources at the base of the jet
consistent with observations of HH objects.

We also investigated the role of the magnetic field by exploring different intensities and
configurations, and the role of thermal conduction and radiative losses in determining the structure
of the shock diamonds. In addition, we investigated the effect of jet rotation on the structure of
shock diamonds. We calculated density-weighted rotational velocities along the line of sight and
we derived the angular momentum loss rate at the base of the jet. In connection with this part of
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the work, we modelled the signature of protostellar jets rotation through synthetic profiles for the
C IV line (see Appendix).

We found that the jet is collimated by the ambient magnetic field forming a stationary X-ray
emitting shock at the base consistent with observations. The flow is repeatedly compressed and
expanded forming a train of shock diamonds gradually fainter along the jet. We found that a
minimum magnetic field (∼ 1 − 2 mG) is necessary to collimate the plasma and form a train of
shock diamonds; the stronger the magnetic field is, the closer the shock forms to the base of the jet.
In the cases with helicoidal configuration of the magnetic field the toroidal component is enhanced
contributing to the jet collimation. We obtained density-weighted rotational velocities ranging
from ∼ 5 to 50 km s−1, and angular momentum loss rates at the base of the jet in the range of
1.63 − 3.25 × 10−5 M� yr−1 AU km s−1. These values are in good agreement with the toroidal
velocities and the angular momentum flux values derived by Bacciotti et al. (2002) and Woitas
et al. (2005).

These results allowed us to study and diagnose the properties of protostellar jets over a broad
range of physical conditions. We obtained shock temperatures of ∼ 1 − 5 × 106 K, in excellent
agreement with the X-ray results of Favata et al. (2002) and Bally et al. (2003). The synthesized
X-ray luminosities, LX ≈ 1029 erg s−1, are higher for models with lower velocities and stronger
magnetic field. Our results are comparable with a number of YSO jets detected with the XMM-
Newton and Chandra satellites: HH 2 (Pravdo et al. 2001), HH 154 (Favata et al. 2002; Bally et al.
2003), HH 168 (Pravdo & Tsuboi 2005), DG Tau (Güdel et al. 2008), RY Tau (Skinner et al. 2011),
HH 80 (López-Santiago et al. 2013).

Finally, we found that the radiative losses dominate the evolution of the shocked plasma in the
diamonds. The main effect is to decrease the EM of plasma with temperature larger than 106 K,
thus reducing its X-ray luminosity. Thermal conduction plays a minor role, slightly contrasting the
cooling of hot plasma due to radiative losses.

5.1.2 Structure of X-ray sources close to the launching site

In Chapter 3, we investigated the effect of perturbations in X-ray emitting stationary shocks in
stellar jets through a set of 2.5D MHD numerical simulations that modelled pulsed jets ramming
into a magnetized medium taking into account the radiative losses. We synthesized the X-ray
luminosity and the count rate and compared the results with values derived from X-ray observations.
We performed an extensive exploration of the parameter space that describes the models, which
are divided into two groups corresponding to the cases of light and heavy jets and representing
YSOs at distinct stages of evolution (Class 0–II).

On the one hand, we applied our light jet model to HH 154 and derived the pysical parameters
that can give rise to X-ray emission consistent with Chandra observations. We also directly
compared the HH 154 data set observed by Chandra/ACIS in 2005 and analysed by (Bonito et al.
2011) with the synthetic maps derived from our reference light jet model. On the other hand, we
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applied our heavy jet model to the X-ray jet of DG Tau and derived the pysical parameters that can
give rise to X-ray emission consistent with observations. We also analysed the data set observed
by Chandra/ACIS in 2010 and compared with the synthetic maps derived from our reference heavy
jet model.

From the models of the pulsed jet, we found that, under certain conditions, the quasi-stationary
shock formed at the base of the jet continues emitting in X-rays even when perturbations are
present; the variability of the synthesized count rate is compatible with the observations. In both
the scenarios explored and described with very different physical conditions, we found similar
collimation (magnetic) mechanisms forming a quasi-stationary X-ray emitting shock at the base of
the jet. In general, perturbations arriving to the shock as a train of blobs contribute to the X-ray
emission enhancing the total count rate. The stability of the shock diamond is affected by the jet
perturbations more easily in the cases with a fainter shock with lower total X-ray count rate.

We found that perturbations characterized by a density increase up to one order of magnitude,
velocity fluctuations not larger than 50%, and size with values from 1/3 to 1 of the initial jet radius
produce variability in the X-ray source compatible with that observed in HH 154 (Bonito et al.
2011). The spatial distribution of the X-ray emission observed by Chandra/ACIS is compatible
with the synthetic maps derived from our reference light jet model. We proposed an alternative
interpretation to Bonito et al. (2011): the bright stationary X-ray source observed in the data
might be associated with the main stationary shock formed at the base of the jet, whereas the faint,
elongated, and more variable component could be the result of perturbations of the main shock.

Perturbations characterized by a density increase up to three times the initial jet value, velocity
fluctuations not larger than 50%, and size with values from 1/3 to 1 initial jet radius produce
variability of X-ray source compatible with that observed in the SW jet of DG Tau (Güdel et al.
2008, 2011). The maps of the X-ray count rate obtained from Chandra/ACIS observations are
compatible with the synthetic maps derived from our reference heavy jet model.

5.2 X-ray emission arising from the interaction of jets with the ISM

In Chapter 4, we modelled the impact of a jet against a dense cloud using 2D HD simulations,
exploring different configurations of the ambient environment. We compared our results with
XMM-Newton observations of HH 248, where extended X-ray emission aligned with the optical
knots is detected at the edge of the nearby IC 434 cloud.

We found that jets can produce plasma with temperatures up to 107 K, consistent with the
production of X-ray emission, after impacting a dense cloud. We found that jets denser than
the ambient medium but less dense than the cloud produce detectable X-ray emission only at
impact with the cloud. We constrained the physical conditions (jet density and velocity and cloud
density) that reproduce the intrinsic luminosity and emission measure of the X-ray source possibly
associated with HH 248 well.
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In conclusion, our models provide a natural explanation for the origin of the X-ray emission
from protostellar jets, being able to reproduce the observed jet properties (in particular, for
HH 154, DG Tau and HH 248). The results presented here may provide us with a better
understanding of the formation and early evolution of young stars.

5.3 Future work

The present thesis has contributed to the study of propostellar jets through the comparison
of X-ray observations with numerical models developed during my doctoral studies. Numerical
models are a very powerful tool in the study of jets as they give us the posibility of exploring a
huge number of conditions, including YSO jets at different stages of evolution. Here, we studied
the cases of HH 154, DG Tau and HH 248, but the developed models could also be applied to other
X-ray emitting jets. However, new X-ray observations are also needed to continue exploring the
nature of the X-ray emission in young stars and to determine precisely some parameters of the
X-ray counterpart of the jet. In the future, the Advanced Telescope for High Energy Astrophysics
(ATHENA), thanks to its large effective area and fine spectral resolution of microcalorimeters, may
reveal faint X-ray emission from protostellar jets.

The models developed in this thesis could also be useful to study jets emitting in EUV:
protostellar jets with lower velocities than those explored could emit in UV and EUV. In those
cases the World Space Observatory could contribute to the study of shocks at the base of jets and
explore the physical conditions of jets in the region where launch and collimation mechanisms
operate.

We are also developing a MHD model of an accretion disk around a CTTS with the objective
of studying the star–disk interaction and, in particular, some specific UV tracers that could be
characteristic of the accretion process. For example, the C IV line can be used as a signature of
protostellar jets rotation (see Appendix).



A Appendix

Modelling the signature of protostellar jets rotation.
Synthetic profiles for the C IV line.

Magnetic fields are suspected to play an important role in protostellar jets collimation; however,
direct observational tests are proving to be evasive. The unique signature of magnetically confined
jets is the rotation and the variation of the rotation rate along the jet propagation direction. Thus,
the detection and subsequent study of jet rotation may be fundamental to discriminate among
models. Unfortunately, the best fingerprint to identify a given model among the many is at the base
of the jet, a region difficult to resolve from the star and heavily polluted by the stellar radiation.

From our MHD models (see Fig. A.2) described in Chapter 2 (Ustamujic et al. 2016), we
calculated the maps of the C IV emission (see Fig. A.1) and derived position-velocity diagrams for
the C IV doublet observed at ∼ 1550 Å for different jet inclinations with respect to the line of sight
(see Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4).

We have computed the expected C IV emission from shocks at the base of protostellar magnetic
jets according to models by Ustamujic et al. (2016). These models are able to reproduce the
formation of strong (X-ray radiating) shocks at the base of the jet. The profiles show two unique
characteristics:

• The jet C IV emission comes from the shell around the shock and this should be shown in
images with different inclinations.

• The rotational splitting is detectable with standard spectroscopic configurations; however, the
predicted strength of the line is low (∼ 6 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1 per resolution element)
requiring long integration times. Moreover, high pointing stability is required for the spacecraft.
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Figure A.1: Spatial distri-
bution of the C IV emission
with resolution of 0.1′′after
≈ 50 years of evolution. We
assume the line of sight to be
perpendicular to the jet axis
(upper panel), and parallel
to the jet axis (lower panel).
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Figure A.2: Two-dimensional maps of temper-
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panel), after t ≈ 50 years of evolution. The
location of the slits for the computation of the
position-velocity diagrams are indicated.
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Figure A.3: Position-velocity diagrams for inclination 90o and slit positions as indicated in Fig. A.2, from left to right. The
C IV doublet is indicated with two vertical lines.
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Figure A.4: Position-velocity diagrams for inclination 60o and slit positions as indicated in Fig. A.2, from left to right. The
C IV doublet is indicated with two vertical lines.
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